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And more...

Lee Wilkinson was probably the first 'Woody' I chatted to. They weren't
called 'Woodies' back then. It was in 1991 at one of Dave Webb's Plaistow
gigs where Linda Gail Lewis first performed her new piano-playing
Rock’n’Roll act. Previously she'd sung mainly Country, often with her
brother.
Lee told me about a group of Roots Music fans who, besides attending Dave
Webb's gigs, often went to parties at the house of Cliff White (renowned
musicologist) and his partner Linda in the East End. I suppose, in retrospect,
this group could be called the 'Webbies/Whiteys'. The Plaistow gigs went on
for some time, some transferred to East Dulwich, and then Dave started his
King's Hotel Jerry Lee Lewis Conventions in Newport, Wales. Ken Major
was organizing musical trips to the Southern states of America.
All this came at the right time for me. Shortly after that first Linda Gail gig
where I met Lee, my life-partner passed on. He had been due to come with
me to the Linda Gail gig as he quite liked her Country style, even if he did
call her 'Linda Wail'. However he was in a strange, unpredictable frame of
mind the last six months of his life and decided not to avail himself of the
ticket I'd got for him at the last minute. I'd told him Jerry Lee fans would be
there, and his reaction was 'If that load of idiots are coming I'm staying
away!'
He'd probably had enough of a certain Jerry Lee fan, now also passed on,
who stayed with us during the Wembley Country Music Festivals when Jerry
was appearing. George, my partner, and this fan's wife would sit and
exchange stories on how difficult it was to live with a Jerry Lee fanatic. The
wife claimed she had it much worse than my partner as they also had a
teenage son, so while her husband was playing Jerry Lee records at full volume the son was playing heavy
metal in another room and she was stuck in the middle.
Anyway through chatting to Lee at that Dave Webb gig I started going to Cliff White's parties, then the Jerry
Lee Conventions, and on two of Ken Major's U.S. trips in the late 1990s, and it was this group of Roots
Music fans who helped me get over my partner's death. Up until the time he died I had virtually no friends of
my own, just my partner's friends most of whom were somehow dysfunctional. I always half-joked that
George had left me all his 'lame ducks' to look after! Most of these have now been dispatched to the Other
Side, so no longer my responsibility. It was so nice to gain a new group of friends, the first I'd really made
since the 1970s when there was a group of Rock’n’Roll fans I knew from The Fish in Wood Green where
we met up weekly. Also about the mid-1990s another Rock’n’Roll fan living locally in Battersea came into
my life, and this gave me a big boost. So Lee moving back up North is the end of an era. Always a good
friend, we still go to the Wildest Cats Weekenders together, sharing a chalet with little Frank Walker. We're
going again in July.
I think back on many happy times I've spent with the extended group of what is now known as the Woodies.
Some, like Tony Wilkinson and Lynne (Ken's girlfriend) have now passed on. Some are not seen so
regularly as in the past, such as Charles Dale and Dave Woodland, but they still turn up at some of Keith's
gigs. Charles still goes to Hemsby, but I've missed out on these of late for various reasons - last October
because of medical problem with my mother at the time. Had some great times at Hemsby and the other
Weekenders, but I just cannot get used to the new venue at Hemsby once Pontin's over the road closed.
Woodies have come and gone, but Lee was always a constant and will, I'm sure, still visit occasionally and
come to Weekenders. As to Keith's gigs, these started off at a local pub, 'The Buzz Bar', which didn't even
have a music license. Linda Gail played there on two occasions. The Woodies became a big part of my life
and looking back you realize how one era ends (that with my partner traveling the world, going to the
theater/cinema, having parties) and another one opens.
Good luck, Lee. Hope you have a great time in your retirement, and come and see us when you can.
Tony Papard
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Dennis the Menace says:
“ HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!
and has anybody seen my dog? ”
Hi Gang.
Welcome to our 79th issue, unbelievable that Tales From The Woods magazine will be 80 next
issue; it even makes some of us feel young. If you want to drop us an email, or a post-card or
letter through the post, making our magazine feel good as it reaches this important milestone, "Be
My Guest" as Fats would say. It will be great to hear from as many of our readers as possible. Let
us know your views on the magazine, maybe a suggestion or two that we can all take on board,
and print in our 80th edition.
Thank you for all those who turned out on 27th April for our one-off Joe Meek Special at the
Borderline; great to see so many loyal Woodies and regular gig attendees along with a
considerable number of new faces, amongst them members and followers of the legendary record
producer. You will find a review of the show elsewhere in the magazine, so I won’t labour on in my
personal page 3 column, except to offer a round of applause to our fantastic Tales From The
Woods Band, as I am sure you will agree they were once again incredible. In particular we must
offer words of praise for them having to learn so many songs, often in very differing styles, in a
show lasting for five hours. Lead guitarist Iain Terry and drummer Mac Poole (assisted by son
Matt) had to step in at relatively short notice, due to illness and other circumstances beyond our
control.
A round of applause to all those who work so hard each and every time to guarantee these events
go off with as few hitches as possible; stage managers on this occasion were Rockin’ Ricky and
Harry Maton sharing the duties, the former stepping in to perform his normal MC duties before
Chas Hodges took the reins; John Mr Angry Howard for once again playing all the right tunes;
Elena conscientiously (wo)manning the merchandise table, cordially too inviting potential new
persons to become Woodies; Kieran our hard working roadie once again managing to catch his
last train back to his south London home by clinging on to the buffers with less than a second to
spare; Dave our paymaster general for walking back stage dressing room to dressing room seeing
that all musicians and artists got paid after being handed the correct envelope; not forgetting all
our front line Woodie personages who volunteer their services at each and every gig. It simply
could never happen without all these wonderful helpers and, of course, all the fans that attend.

























On Sunday 22nd June we return to the Spice Of Life just off Charing Cross Road, once again
allowing the west end of London to experience real music played live by musicians of
extraordinary talents. For our second visit to this well-equipped basement venue, we are bringing
two giants of boogie-woogie, rhythm and blues, ragtime and Rock’n’Roll piano, no lesser figures
than that of Big John Carter and Henri Herbert. I have no idea when was the last opportunity to
see an event of this nature in our capital city, you can bet pretty safely on the fact it can be
counted in decades.
We will be opening the doors at 7:30pm to a suitable soundtrack before one of our two giants of
piano strut their stuff some 45 minutes later, as always folks over by 10:30pm, we need that
nightly mug of cocoa after that late train home. Last time we played at this venue we
converted six young guys to real 'roots music' when their socks were rocked right off
their feet by Roddy Jackson and the Tales From The Woods Band. Let’s hope we
can repeat it this time round to an as yet unknown bunch of musically deprived
young folks. Tickets are a mere £10 in advance for woodies and an equally
unbeatable £12 for those who are as yet not. Via TFTW please either by cheque or
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PayPal. If there are any tickets left on the night they will be £12 for all; remember that the venue is
restricted, as it is not a large floor space, although plenty of space for those who may wish to sit
down. Any enquiries, via us please, as the venue neither sell advance tickets, nor will be able to
offer much in the way of information.

























The second series of our weekly outings on Radio Sutch are under way as I type, already Sam Hardie,
Jimmy Powell, Buddy Britten’s performances at the Borderline last January have been aired. If you can’t
catch the shows at their allotted time of 9pm each and every Wednesday, have no fear, the station has
listen again facilities, just simply type in their website address and follow the instructions.

Yesterday evening, which at the time of writing was Friday 23rd May, we witnessed a theatrical
legend, whose career has spanned more than seventy years, returning to a west end stage to
appear in a limited run of the Noel Coward penned 'Blythe Spirit’, the legend in question being
Angela Lansbury. What can you say about an artist of such stature, except yes, she was
wonderful, exuding an undefinable charisma walking out on the stage, even before she uttered a
word? Yes, displaying an amount of energy that appears inconceivable for a lady of 88 years, her
part of playing the batty elderly medium Madame Arcati fitted her like a glove, with a strong
supporting cast that included Janie Dee, Jemima Rooper, Charles Edwards and an energetic
performance beyond the call of duty from Patsy Ferran. The play, described by its writer as "a
farce of impossible love", first appeared on a London stage in 1941. It seems insane to attempt to
stage a comedy about death and ghosts in the middle of a war, but succeed it did, so much so the
play outlived the war to run for an incredible 1,997 performances, holding a west end record, until
broken by "The Mousetrap".
Afterwards we joined the assortment of stage door
johnnies, theatrical fans, and folks just out like us to get a
glimpse of a legend of the stage, film and television, filling
the narrow confines of Soho’s Rupert Street, across the
road a trendy bar all tinted glass and soft lighting, a
description that could easily fit every street corner in every
city and major town throughout the UK, the bar's uniform
music policy of drum and bass and modern R&B as
predictable as its décor. We waited, and waited; however the wait was worthwhile, overhearing the
amusing remarks passed by the bar clientèle as they went to and fro "oooh I remember Miss
Marple from when I was little oooh", "mmm, Blithe Spirit by Noel Coward, don't think I’ve heard of
him… is it a new play?” Just a couple overheard to keep us amused until the lady emerged to a
waiting limo, looking radiant in person, far more so than the stage make up for the part made her
appear on the stage of the Gielgud Theatre. The car drew away, stopping at the Shaftesbury
Avenue traffic lights, the crowd swarming around the stationary limousine to applaud, wave and
blow kisses at the gracious elderly lady of the theatrical profession.
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Our thoughts at Tales From The Woods go out to Tony Annis who shares official photography
duties for us, one time drummer with the Blue-Jeans skiffle group who performed at the 2is back in
the fifties, later to have a long and successful career in the film business, whose son Mark passed
away on the morning of 24th May after a very brave and long battle with stomach cancer. Mark,
who was 52, spent his final weeks in a hospice at the beautiful Suffolk town of Bury St Edmunds
surrounded night and day by his large extended family. He left this world listening to his favourite
jazz singer Julie London and with the love of his kinfolk at his bedside.
Our thoughts also go out to both Rockin’ Ricky and his wife Hilary who are both under the weather
at present. Hilary is undergoing chemotherapy at present for her cancer, whilst her husband.
TFTW’s long running singing MC at our 2is shows and with a career in Rock’n’Roll stretching back
many decades with his band Velvet Collars, is also about to undertake chemo after a biopsy
revealed lung cancer. Ricky has been released from hospital and is now back home but
unfortunately the cancer has spread to his liver. We are all rooting for both Ricky and Hilary at
Tales From The Woods; get well messages have literally flooded in here at TFTW’s office in
Bromley, Kent from artists, musicians, fans and friends, including our legendary baritone sax
player with the TFTW band, who started out in Rock’n’Roll way back in 1957 as part of Cliff
Bennett’s Rebel Rousers, Sid Phillips, no less, who has recently undergone chemotherapy for the
very same thing and has reduced the size of the offending object, to use Sid’s words, to the size of
a Malteser, a fraction of the size it once was. Ricky and Hilary are determined to join Sid and us all
again at next year’s anniversary show 2is 10/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show.
It is with much sadness I have to announce the passing of a loyal Woodie who joined us back in
2011, George McManus whom we learnt left us in February. George’s name appears in my gig
accounts book over the last couple of years a few times, so let’s all raise a glass to George and
trust that he enjoyed those last few years rockin’ at our shows along with Mark, Tony’s son who
attended several of our party evenings, and to those who are ill, but will overcome to be back with
us soon, doing what they should be doing. Rockin’.

























As time marches on, sadly we have to wave goodbye to many of our musical heroes. Of late it has
reached such a level that as a bi-monthly magazine we are unable to keep up with them, and
sadly I have to announce that the in-depth obituaries that have, over the past several years,
placed TFTW in the top drawer in the view of many, can no longer be sustained through lack of
time available to research and prepare for these ever increasing workloads.
September 16th 2013 saw the passing at the age of 74, of Wesley Erwin Curtis,
known to Rockabilly fans around the world simply as Mac Curtis, a Texan
native for much of his life, born in Fort Worth and died in Weatherford, Texas
from injuries sustained in a serious car accident, although his health had been
poor in recent years.
I saw Mac Curtis perform a number of times over the years, the first time way
back in the mid-seventies at the much heralded and fondly remembered
Southgate Royalty. At the time not yet forty and on top of his game, he put on a great show
blessed with energy and obviously as proud as he could possibly be to back on stage to an
enthusiastic, mostly young audience of many hundreds again. Sadly all too often you get the
perennial 'idiot' at a gig; this one certainly had one, two in fact, who stood at the wooden barrier
railings that encircled the half-moon shaped dance floor below, ridiculing Mac with large attention,
seeking guffaws as soon as he ran out from the wings and continued to do so for his entire act, so
much so, that Mac looked up across at them, the expression on his face leaving nothing to the
imagination.
The pair reminded all that they were indeed hip young blades all evening by continuing to call out
to the DJ to play “Albatross“ which had been a big smash for Fleetwood Mac some five or six
years prior. I guess Mac got his own back from beyond the grave when, just thirteen days after
Mac Curtis passed, Roddy Jackson appeared at the Spice Of Life in the west end of London
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backed by the Tales From The Woods Band and indeed promoted by us, a triumph for all
involved, six young guys who joined us to experience for the first time in their lives a Rock’n’Roll
show who had been to see the west coast soft rockers
Fleetwood Mac at an arena in Greenwich named after a
Mac in 2007
well-known mobile phone company a few days prior,
stated to one and all that, compared to Roddy and the
TFTW band, Mick Fleetwood’s outfit from sunny
California were (to use their words) "total crap".
At the first Hemsby I ever attended Mac Curtis was one
of the several American headliners in the days when
anything up to twenty or more soon to become Woodies
attended, staying at a grotty run-down guest house in
Great Yarmouth called the "Waverly" whose owners were
as unwholesome as the property they owned. Mac’s
appearance on stage was delayed by hours due to a power cut plunging the entire Pontin’s
entertainments area into darkness.
Worth mentioning too that I caught him in action at the wonderful former home of all things roots
music, the Town & Country Club in London’s Kentish Town district. on the bill too was Ronnie
Dawson; the pair brought a near capacity audience to this 2000 or so person stand up venue, in
either the late eighties or very early nineties - whatever the exact date it certainly seems
inconceivable now that a couple of mostly obscure Texan rockabillies could fill an auditorium of
that size.
Spring of 1956 Mac and his band stepped into a studio in Dallas Texas and cut "If I Had Me A
Woman" which saw release on the King label. a fair proportion of his staple for live shows would
follow that release, "Grandaddy's Rockin’", "You Aint Treatin’ Me Right". However by 1957 he was
back at high school to finish his final year of education, then in turn came military service which
guaranteed pulling out of public view until 1960 by which time the rockabilly and Rock’n’Roll glory
days were either past or coming to end. Mac found employment in the field of country music as a
DJ, as well as performing and recording himself and producing others, until the seventies
Rockabilly scene took off. A whole new audience found out about Mac Curtis and many others via
Ronny Weisner’s Rollin’ Rock label based in Los Angeles. During the eighties and nineties Mac
Curtis was much in demand for festivals and club gigs in Europe as well as his homeland;
patience and perseverance had indeed served him well.

























On Monday 24th February 2014 we sadly lost Franny Beecher, certainly one of the
most influential guitarists in Rock’n’Roll history, the man whose given name was
Francis was born on 29th September 1921. It was in a nursing home outside of the
city of Philadelphia where the 92 year old legend passed away peacefully in his
sleep. Franny joined the king of swing Benny Goodman’s band in 1948, spending
two years with him during which time Goodman was attempting to update his sound to the then up
and coming sounds of Be-Bop, recording two albums with the band, "Modern Benny" and "Benny
Goodman Live At The Hollywood Palladium", appearing on US television show "Toast Of The
Town" which would in later years become better known, at least as far as the artists who appeared
on it as "The Ed Sullivan Show”.
Fran on the right

In 1950 Franny teamed up with jazz singer and piano player Buddy
Greco, until the call came from Bill Haley to join his Comets, to fill the
shoes of guitarist Danny Cedrone who just weeks after playing the
influential guitar solo on “Rock Around The Clock” had died from
multiple injuries after a fall. Cedrone was never able to live through
the fame and acclaim that the "Clock" Song would after a while
achieve. That honour would be bestowed upon Franny, staying with
Haley through his incredible success particularly during the mid-fifties
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and onwards through to his commercial decline until finally departing in 1964, during which time
Franny would have of course played on all Haley’s classic cuts, as well as appearing in two
movies "Rock Around The Clock" and "Don't Knock The Rock" along with movies made in
Germany and Mexico, also composing tunes like “Blue Comet Rock”, “Shaky”, “West End”, and of
course the seminal "Goofin’ Around". The guitarists who claim to have seen Franny perform on Bill
Haley’s historical first UK tour back in 1957 reads like an academic who's who of guitarists; suffice
to say Paul McCartney, Pete Townsend, Jeff Beck are amongst them.
After Haley’s death in 1981 a reunion of the original Comets was
touted amongst themselves, finally coming to fruition in 1987. Franny
kept touring with them world-wide until finally calling it a day at the age
of 85 in 2007.
I witnessed them live on club and theatre dates several times during
these years but none compare however to that of the final occasion at
one of the most emotionally moving gigs of all time at the Hemsby, Norfolk Rock’n’Roll
Weekender, just prior to the quietly spoken unassuming legend’s retirement, which I described in
considerable detail within the pages of a previous TFTW magazine when writing of the passing of
another of Bill Haley's Comets, Marshall Lytle. By the time Franny retired in 2007 he had spent an
amazing sixty years as a professional musician.

























1957 would see one of the first few appearances in the UK by an American Rock’n’Roll performer,
in this case the New York doo-wop group The Teenagers led by a talented 14 year old Frankie
Lymon. I remember seeing a photo splash in the Daily Mirror as a kid in the final year of junior
school on the eve of their show upon the hallowed stage of the London Palladium, riding on the
coat tails of their huge hit "Why Do Fools Fall In Love".
Many years passed, decades in fact, fast forward to Camber Sands, East Sussex, in sun kissed
November, a couple of years or so into the present century. Frankie’s kid brother was one of the
headliners of the annual Rhythm Riot, billed as Lewis Lymon and The Teenagers which contained
a couple of the original Teenagers; Lewis who was two years younger than big brother Frankie on
lead vocals, proving beyond much of a shadow doubt he possessed a voice near equal to his
brother, Looking young enough to be an embarrassment to us
more seasoned Woodies who clamoured around stage front. So
Lewis Lymon, Rhythm Riot 2002
© Paul Harris
it certainly came as quite a shock to discover that Lewis Lymon
had died at the age of 69 upon 11th July 2013, the cause being
prostate cancer.
Lewis was the last surviving brother of a singing family which
included brothers Frankie, Howard (Frankie Howerd??? - H),
and Timothy. Frankie died of a heroin overdose in 1968, the
eldest, Howard, and youngest brother Timothy both succumbed
to untimely deaths, Lewis Lymon formed his group the
"Teenchords", riding high both on the huge popularity of doowop music and the incredible success enjoyed by his brother,
they were soon snapped up by record producer and store owner
Bobby Robinson. One of their releases was "I Found Out Why",
an answer record to "Why Do Fools Fall In Love". Despite never
achieving anywhere near the success of his elder brother, they
were to record such titles as "Honey Honey", "Tell Me Love",
“Lydia", “I'm So Happy", "Please Tell The Angels", and "Not Too
Young To Fall In Love". They also appeared in the 1957
Rock’n’Roll movie "Jamboree" alongside Fats Domino, Jerry Lee
Lewis, and Carl Perkins.
Despite continuing to sing for the remainder of his life, many
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decades after the "Teenchords" had disbanded, he was often forced to supplement his income
with day-jobs. He also performed with other legendary names of doo-wop like "The Coasters" and
"The Drifters".
Ironically Lewis Lymon, along with the "Teenagers", were booked for a return to Rhythm Riot
Weekender November 2013 just prior to his death.

























Jackie Lomax, Liverpool born bass guitarist and singer and
member of Liverpool institution "The Undertakers" for much of
that city’s heyday of Mersey-beat during the early to mid-sixties,
died on 15th September 2013, whilst visiting his native city for a
daughter’s wedding. Born 10th May 1944 in the Wallasey
district, Jackie was in a group called "Dee and The Dynamites”
before he and old buddy, drummer Warren "Bugs" Pemberton,
joined "The Undertakers" in 1962, a group already gaining a
considerable reputation for themselves for their energetic stage
act and frock coats and top hats costume which made them look like undertakers from the days of
America’s wild west.
The following year they were voted the fifth most popular
group in a Mersey-beat magazine poll. However a series of
singles for Pye records, mostly covers of recent American
Rhythm and Blues hits, failed to ignite the charts. Come
1965 they debunked to USA in an attempt to cash in on the
British invasion. Some two years on they found themselves
stranded literally penniless in Canada.
They disbanded; Lomax and Pemberton, determined to stick
it out, formed a new band which was given the title "Lomax
Alliance". It was this band that Jackie brought to London to
appear at the Saville Theatre, which was owned by Brian Epstein who got them signed to CBS.
Epstein ended his own life before anything was given the opportunity to come of it.
Soon after the dawn of the seventies Jackie moved to Woodstock where he cut a couple of
albums which included the musicians Rick Danko and Levon Helm but, even with the help of these
two legendary members of "The Band" and Ronnie Hawkins’ “Hawks”, could not turn the tide
forcing a return to the UK, where he formed another new band, “Badger”. An album resulted
"White Lady" produced by no less a figure than a true giant of New Orleans music, Allen
Toussaint.
Returning to the States on a permanent basis in 1975, setting up home in California, he enjoyed a
varied career recording for Capitol Records, along with playing bass behind the "Coasters" and
"Drifters" on numerous tours. He made regular visits to his native Liverpool over the decades that
followed, and in 2012 he headed out to Hamburg to participate in the golden anniversary of the
Star Club where, at one of the two celebrations taking place that memorable weekend, a number
of Woodies including myself attended. It was where I caught sight of Jackie out of the window
enjoying a cigarette on the pavement outside the café where I sat enjoying a breakfast of
scrambled egg on toast at the crack of midday. Jackie looked thin and with his shoulder length
grey hair and cowboy hat and boots it would be impossible not to mistake him for anything other
than a lifelong Rock’n’Roll man.
Jackie’s soulful voice may now be silenced but the legacy of the "Undertakers" lives on and can be
found performing often not too far from their native city. That very legacy will be coming to
London’s Borderline next January, as Geoff Nugent, singer and guitarist, has kindly agreed to join
us at the Borderline in 2015.
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Charles Tolliver’s Music Inc at Ronnie Scott’s 13 April 2014
Living legends in jazz from the sixties are not much more common than banjo players in bebop. It
is surprising therefore that trumpeter Charles Tolliver, one who readily fits the description, remains
invisible to many of today’s jazz fans.
He was born in Jacksonville, Florida in 1942, and the gift of a cornet from a grandmother at age
eight inspired his interest in music. Set against his achievements as bandleader, composer and
arranger, it is remarkable to learn that he is entirely self-taught.
He grew up in New York, going on to study for three years at Howard University in Washington
DC, where he majored in pharmacy. But on his return, he opted for a career in jazz, and was soon
making a name for himself. His participation on Jackie McLean’s 1964 album Action was the first
of several brief associations with leading bop musicians of the day, among them Horace Silver, Art
Blakey and Sonny Rollins.
He later played in Gerald Wilson’s Big Band in California during 1966 and
1967, and in the Max Roach Quintet from 1967 to 1969. His interest in big
band music was furthered by an invitation in 1968 to travel to Copenhagen
to conduct the Radioens Big Band, which was the first of many of European
collaborations.
In 1969 he formed his own quartet, which he called Music Inc. Then in 1970, eschewing the more
likely home of Blue Note Records, he founded the Strata-East record label with the assistance of
the band’s pianist Stanley Cowell. And this became the vehicle for his recorded output of his small
groups and big bands over the next few years.
Having somewhat disappeared from view during the nineties, he returned with the excellent big
band album With You on Blue Note Records in 2006. Touring soon followed, and there were
memorable performances in 2007 at both the North Sea and London jazz festivals.
The announcement of a gig at Ronnie Scott’s, and at the lower end of the club’s price range, was
a cause for elation among the cognoscenti. It was of course a sell-out, and those that attended
were rewarded with a performance that excited from start to finish.
For his latest version of Music Inc, Charles Tolliver had recruited
Bruce Edwards (guitar), Theo Hill (piano), Devin Starks (bass), and
Gene Jackson (drums). It was a unit of rhythmic intensity, over
which the fit-looking seventy-two-year-old wearing a jauntily-angled
black beret soloed with flowing invention, as ever leading from the
front. The two sets started with a new tune Copasetic, followed by
Effi (written by Stanley Cowell) and ended with the mournful blues
Compassion, before the band was brought back to encore with
Round Midnight.
Further evidence that the ‘old’ man still had it was provided during the interval by Bruce Edwards,
when he said “It’s not the same tunes every night. He keeps us on our toes”.
Dave Carroll
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There were many misty-eyed moments when fans of the late record producer
Joe Meek got together for a Tribute at London's Borderline Club which featured
no less than six acts that launched their careers thanks to the magic of Meek.
Some of those assembled had not seen each other for more than forty years,
and the audience was nearly as starry as the stage.
Cliff Bennett, Chas Hodges, Billie Davis, Danny Rivers, Robb Shenton, Lee
Curtis and Dave Kaye were the names large and small performing in a
marathon event that started at 5pm, and did not finish until the other side of 10.30pm.
Promoter was Keith Woods, now a ten year veteran of staging shows
that remind older audiences of acts that should not be forgotten, but
entertainment not nostalgia was the order of the day, since few of the
acts have lost the big voices and stagecraft that got them signed to
major labels in the first place.
The evening opened with a rare recording of the theme from the film
Austerlitz, the composer of which claimed Meek's massive million-seller
Telstar was based on his work. And it proved to be nothing like it, but
the resulting law suit meant no-one involved in the recording made any
money from the UK and US number one hit.
And it finished with Telstar, also on record, to send fans home humming.
Since he closed the show, probably Cliff Bennett was the headliner, although it was Chas Hodges
who provided the most interesting act of the night, particularly if you are familiar with both.
Cliff, still in excellent voice, played almost the same set as he did last year, while Chas, with a new
CD to promote, wandered far from his usual output. True, he retained the raconteur format
between numbers, telling the stories that he has accumulated over a long career working with the
biggest names in the business.
He also revealed that Meek discovered both his own band, and that of Cliff Bennett, while both
played at the Top Rank venue in Finsbury Park. Neither initially believed him when he offered a
recording contract.
Chas' CD is entitled Together We Made Music, on Western Star label, and it celebrates his work
with Jerry Lee Lewis, with whom I first noticed him, Gene Vincent, The Beatles, Lonnie Donegan,
Screaming Lord Sutch and others. Chas, with musical partner Dave Peacock, sold out the Royal
Albert Hall only days before, so it was great to see him honouring a club date when he could be
taking his family on holiday to the Bahamas with the proceeds of the other gig.
He did include My Baby Doll, the first song he recorded for Joe Meek at the start of 1961 with Mike
Berry, and he dedicated it to Mike himself.
So let's rewind to the start of the show, and
give a huge thank you to the TFTW
houseband, without whom it wouldn't have
been either possible, or half as good.
Guitarist and musical director Iain Terry,
from Matchbox, stepped in to dep the ailing
but improving John Spencely and proved
himself not only a superb player but an
excellent leader. With him were Alex Bland
and Sid Phillips on saxes, Robb Davis on
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bass, the always excellent Claire Hamlin on keyboards and Mac Poole on
drums, sharing duties with his son Matt.
Dave Kaye was first up, perhaps the least known name, but he was
obviously pleased to be included, and paid emotional tribute to the late
producer in a touching manner, offering versions of tracks like Now You're
the Girl, You're Sixteen and In My Way, which he cut for Joe, and crept out
on Decca to no impact at all.
Silver-haired Lee Curtis, from Liverpool,
in a jacket to match his hair, appeared at
Germany's Star Club no less than 3,000
times and offered good versions of standards like Heartbreak
Hotel, Don't Leave Me Now, and a storming version of Jezebel,
apparently a huge favourite among his German fans.
Author John Repsch, who wrote
the definitive book on Meek, and
present on the night, could
perhaps explain why neither the first two acts, nor the next, Robb
Shenton, do not appear in the index of his book.
Robb, certainly appeared on any number of Meek recordings,
playing piano or session singing.
He offered I'm a Hog for You Baby, Please Stay, and Lonely Blue
Boy, which allowed the twin saxes of Sid and Alex to shine as they replicated the Conway Twitty
backing on the original precisely. That's on MGM not RGM.
The ever-reliable Danny Rivers, retaining the fine voice that got him signed
in the first place (not to mention an immense amount of hair), opened with
the atmospheric Hawk before offering the rocking I Got, a great number, and
what he jokingly described as his million seller, Can't You Hear My Heart.
Back in the day, he didn't get the big hits he deserved but the fact he is still
working is a tribute to his talent.
Songstress Billie Davis (backed by Roger
Nicolas and Julie Gilligan) proved an amiable
soul as the only distaff act of the evening,
scoring a hit with her cover of the Exciters' Tell
Him. Including in a well-balanced set, Johnny
Burnette's Dreamin', her revival of I Want You To Be My Baby, Back In
Our Rock’n’Roll Days, which she recorded with Jet Harris, and, of
course, Tell Him.
Charles Blackwell, who put the
musical flesh on the bones that nonmusician Joe Meek supplied, made an
extremely rare public appearance to detail his early history with the
man himself. Take a look at your Decca recordings – his name is
omnipresent, and it was good to see
him in apparent good health and
humour.
MC duties were shared between
Rockin' Ricky and Chas Hodges, before Chas took to the front of
stage piano for his own well-received set, then it was the return of
Cliff Bennett, regarded as a keeper of the Rock’n’Roll flame in the
sixties.
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Opening with Bobby Bland's Turn on Your Lovelight, the now
grey-bearded Cliff was easily recognisable as the cherubic
faced, leather jacketed youth of yore who kept the faith with
Jerry Lee Lewis while the rest of the world went Beatle-barmy.
He actually got compliments from Jerry Lee himself over his
cover of When I Get Paid, stayed with The Killer for Lovin' Up a
Storm and Mean Woman Blues, and finished with Good Golly
Miss Molly, leaving the crowd calling for more as the stars of
what
had
been
an
exhilarating
evening
returned
for
a
final
goodnight to the audience.
Keith Woods is to be
congratulated for his ability
to find and promote artists
now
ignored
by
the
mainstream, many of whom
still have lots to offer, and
talent in abundance. Roll on
the next one.
John Howard
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Pete Gold Reviews
Whilst not being the greatest fan of Louisiana based music I was
pleasantly surprised and honoured to be asked to provide a review
of three ACE CDs.
First up then was "Louisiana Saturday Night Revisited" on
CDCHD 1379.
Consisting of 24 tracks recorded between 2004 and 2011 mostly
by artists unknown to me. I thoroughly enjoyed the whole album
which kicks off with a totally fresh slant on the Chuck Berry classic
"Maybelline" by Travis Matte and the Kingpins.
He also covers "Rock and Roll Music" on track 16 both from 2011
and two older self-penned tracks from 2004. A more familiar name,
Jivin' Gene provides four excellent tracks from 2009.
Three tracks from Warren Storm including a really good version of Big Jay McNeely's "There is
Something On Your Mind".
My personal favourite is "She Won't Turn Over For Me" amongst four tracks by Michael Hurtt and
his Haunted Hearts and who appear regularly at the Ponderosa Stomp.
The rest of the CD is from Ken Marvel, Willie Tee, Jamie Bergeron and Steve Grisaffe.
Second up was "Boppin' By The Bayou: More Dynamite"
CDCHD 1380, apparently the third CD in this series with 17 of the
28 tracks previously unreleased.
From the vaults of J.D. Miller, Eddie Shuler's Goldband Records
and Carol Rachou's La Louisianne label.
Again mostly by artists unknown to me including one track "I'm In
Orbit" with even the vocalist unknown. (Answers on a postcard to
ACE to anyone that knows.)
My ears pricked up at track two and a quick look at the sleeve
notes told me it was "My Love is True" by Wiley Jeffers and not
much known about him. Well I believed it was "Oh Yeah" by Wally
Jeffery and recorded October 1959 on Do-Ra-Me 1402 in Tennessee (not Louisiana!).
Further research showed this has appeared on many compilations including a previous ACE
CDCHD 473 in 1993.
I thought tracks 11 - 14 would have been better suited on a more cajun/zydeco style CD than here.
Also track 11 was an odd stereo production with vocal and guitar from one speaker and drums
from the other but nothing in between. Listening in mono would have been better.
Having said that I found most of the CD very worthwhile listening and included artists Pete Marlow,
Ken Lindsey, Bobby Charles, Gene Terry, Rocket Morgan, Johnny Jano, Warren Storm, Al Ferrier
and many others.
Third up was "Rhythm 'n' Bluesin' by the Bayou Rompin' & Stompin' " CHCHD 1388.
This was the highlight for me with a swaying towards the Rock’n’Roll side of R&B.
A fine CD of mostly rocking tracks with 19 previously unreleased and mainly recorded late 50's
early 60's.
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Track two by Jay Nelson "Silly Filly Oh Baby" featured on ACE CDCHD 491 "Louisiana Rockers"
as Silly Dilly which is what he clearly sings. Track seven by
Lonesome Sundown "California Blues" is just a very good version of
KC Loving with a change in the title words. A few more known
artists on this with the likes of Tabby Thomas, Wonder Boy Travis,
Lester Robertson, TV Slim (an unreleased version of Flat Foot
Sam), Leroy Washington, James "Sugar Boy" Crawford, Big Walter,
Charles Sheffield, Katie Webster and Carol Fran plus nine unknown
to me.
A thoroughly enjoyable CD which I recommend highly.
All in all three very good CDs which, for me, warrant further
investigation into the previous items in the series and, despite the
few errors, the sleeve notes along with many photos are really good and informative.
Pete Gold

By Jan Kotschack • Photos: From the collection of Mr. R&B and Enrico Barile, Åke Ericsson, Hans Karlsson
(Lino)/Katrineholms-Kuriren and Erik Lindahl. Thanks to John Broven and Erik Petersson.

Reproduced with the kind permission of American Music Magazine • No 135 • April 2014
I well remember when Jonas Bernholm launched the Route 66 label way back in 1976 with
“Opportunity Blues” by Floyd Dixon, an LP with the highly appropriate catalogue number KIX-1.
At the time the European reissue record market was in its infancy: Bear Family, Charly and
Flyright had just started, Ace had not. The major labels’ interests, as ever, seemed to lie
elsewhere.
Immediately, Jonas established Route 66 as a label of quality: The compilations were impeccable;
the jackets boasted period photographs and extensive notes from acknowledged experts; and the
sound was the best that dubbed record sources would allow, mastered at EMI Studio, Sweden.
There was the principled element, too. Although Swedish copyright laws did not require him to pay
master licensing fees, he made it his laudable mission to pay every artist or his/her estates. The
first LP bore the phrase: “Royalties: $0.40 per lp manufactured paid in advance to Floyd Dixon”, a
tradition that was maintained proudly throughout the life of the label and its many subsidiaries. As
well, he paid the publishing fees under Swedish law.
Jonas’ greatest achievement, in my opinion, was to introduce the poorly researched city-jumpblues idiom to a bigger audience. It is often overlooked that the sway of Chicago and Mississippi
down-home blues was all pervasive during the 1960s. Route 66 helped to break the mould.
Among the artists whose profiles he helped to raise were Charles Brown, Roy Brown, Little Willie
Littlefield, Jimmy McCracklin and of course Floyd Dixon, all of whom toured Europe.
I am told about 180 albums were released on Route 66 and its subsidiary labels until 1991.
Through this body of work, Jonas Bernholm made an indelible impact on the European reissue
record industry - and not just on the vital collectors’ market. Black music, too, was an enormous
beneficiary.
John Broven
Author of Walking to New Orleans/Rhythm & Blues in New Orleans; South to Louisiana and
Record Makers and Breakers
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The discreet man the at the shareholders’ meeting does not like to be seen. His former life as a hippie
capitalist is now a long time ago, although he still holds many of the same views. Once upon a time Jonas
Bernholm was Mr. R&B, the Swede who helped save an American cultural heritage.

Los Angeles 1968
During the break, Jonas Bernholm moves slowly towards Ike Turner, who, along with his
musicians, is smoking in the parking lot behind the club. The Swede thanks the bandleader for the
show and Ike grunts something in response. Bernholm asks if it is okay to have a chat with Tina
afterwards.
"Sure," replies Ike, "but no pictures in the dressing room."
After the show, Bernholm knocks on the door. The three backup singers in the Ikettes are lined up
against the wall. He sees Tina sitting in a corner. All the women are dressed in black panties and
bras; nothing else. Suddenly he understands the photo ban.
Bernholm sits down on a chair facing Tina Turner. He tries to breathe calmly. He takes out his
notebook and presents himself as a reporter for the British magazine Blues & Soul. All the time, he
tries to look Tina in the eyes, or at least keep his gaze at shoulder height.
But my god, it’s hot in here! The room feels like a sauna. He is sweating copiously.
Tina explains that the dressing room is adjacent to the kitchen, and the chefs are in full swing at
the frying pans.
Three and a half years earlier he first saw a picture
of Ike & Tina Turner in the English magazine
Record Mirror. The pair face each other in profile.
Tina has a beautifully curved nose and high
cheekbones. Both are lean and look incredibly
charged – like two greyhounds before a race.
He immediately orders the 1965 single "Please,
Please, Please" from Sue Records in England:
"I had never heard them singing and it was
probably the first time I bought a record after just
seeing a picture. But when the disc with the yelloworange label ended up on the turntable, I was totally
lost after a few seconds. It took a couple of days
before I awoke from my trance."
Jonas Bernholm is completely obsessed with the female half of the duo Ike & Tina Turner.
Although neither he nor his friends at home in the Stockholm suburb of Lidingö know how her first
name is pronounced: Is it 'Tiiina' or 'Tajna'? He bets on the second choice.
Now it’s August 1968 and the Turners are booked for a week at the new nightclub California Club
West on Santa Monica Boulevard in Los Angeles.
Jonas Bernholm sits just a half a meter away from his dream woman. Moreover, she has barely
any clothes on. He takes deep breaths between each question. Tina responds quietly and
thoughtfully. He gets a chance to recover slightly when Tina’s sister Alline comes into the dressing
room.
In the ensuing years, he often gets questions about his meeting with Tina Turner. The answer is
simple:
"Tina was easily the most timid, shy and reclusive of all the artists I met that summer. I just noticed
that she was a bit annoyed when I asked if she used a wig... And it was not easy to interview her
because she was so quiet."
Jonas Bernholm sees the show five times, even though it’s hard for him to get back to the hotel.
The buses do not run at night, and he can’t afford a taxi.
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The archival apartment
The hallway is always full of stuff. The last time I
was there 13 prepacked boxes with a total of 228
kg discs were ready for delivery to City Hall
Records in San Rafael outside San Francisco.
Among the 782 LPs were records by Amos Milburn
and Wynonie Harris.
Yes, we’re talking vinyl. But the small apartment in
southern Stockholm is in effect a time machine in
the world of music. Amos and Wynonie were at
their peak during five or six years from 1947
onwards. It’s been a while. But right here, in this
place on earth, they live forever on, along with a
number of other black American artists of the
postwar period. You can talk about them, and Roy
and Charles and Ruth – all with the Brown surname
– and hundreds of other artists he met, released
records with or just thinks are important, for one
reason or another.
Unfortunately, you can’t listen to records or tapes
today because Jonas Bernholm has neither a
working turntable, nor a cassette deck.
The two-room apartment at Blekingegatan in
Stockholm is an archive rather than a home. He
has donated and sold much of his valuable photos, letters and records to the Smithsonian in
Washington. His collection of 32,000 records has been in the U.S. capital since 1996. Many
American and European universities have received complete sets of the records he produced,
which are elaborate reissues of classic American artists.
He also has a large archive at Rejmyre in northern Östergötland, south of Stockholm.
Yet in some strange way he seems to still have it all in his apartment.
Unless boxes containing records are in the hall, usually there are bags of rice or beans, and boxes
of organically grown carrots or other healthy vegetables. Bernholm has a very clear idea about
what is best to eat, and because he is a trained doctor, his nutritional intake of beans and rice is
mixed with carefully selected nutritional supplements that stand neatly arranged in the window in
the kitchen next to the small hall.
When I come to visit, there’s usually water boiling on the stove for a cup of tea. I am offered
slippers in the hall, and then begin the arduous task of maneuvering past the things in the hall and
into the living room, where he also sleeps. Space is limited by archive shelves on both sides, racks
full of miscellaneous artifacts from Jonas Bernholm’s life. Much of it is about music, but not all.
Like so many of his generation, he was politically active on the left during the 1960s; he is also
interested in Indian teachings and introduced the female Indian guru Amma in Sweden.
The file shelves continue around the walls throughout the apartment, and also divide both rooms
into separate sections. Every now and then there is a pinstripe suit hung in front of the library
shelves. Jonas Bernholm has a different life today than twenty or thirty years ago, and sometimes
he needs the suit in his work as a financial researcher and journalist.
If the apartment is... well, somewhat overloaded, Jonas Bernholm himself is always very neat.
Slim, cropped and with goatee beard and spectacles reminiscent of Atlantic label’s renowned
record man Ahmet Ertegun, Bernholm’s biodynamic diet and interest in Indian teachings and yoga
seems to have done him good: if anything, he looks younger than his 67 years. He lives alone and
has no children.
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A Swedish connection in Memphis
Scott Barretta apologizes for the clink of empty bottles in the
luggage compartment. He has not had time to throw them away
yet. He learned in Sweden that waste separation is important. It’s
a rainy and windy evening in Memphis in November 2012 and
Scott drives us towards the centre of town. We pass the famous
Peabody Hotel, and drive along the Mississippi River that we
barely see through the mist.
We sense, more than see, the old storage buildings for cotton
and newly-built condos on the levees along the river. Scott asks
if we want to visit Beale Street. Obviously, we cannot skip the
legendary street, although Scott says that there isn’t anybody
living in Memphis who parties on Beale Street any more. You do
your clubbing elsewhere.
Beale Street evokes emotion, if only as a symbol. Some blues
experts say that the street is completely destroyed; others think it
is good that Beale Street is now refurbished.
When Jonas Bernholm was here in 1968, the street consisted
mostly of pawnbrokers and arms dealers. Beale Street fell into decay for many more years before
the local contractor John Elkington took on the project to redevelop it. A newspaper clip from 1998
quoted photographer Ernest Withers, 76, who had his studio on Beale Street before everything fell
into disrepair. Now he was back behind a tattoo parlor:
"It’s not the same place. You cannot duplicate history. But it’s alive again, and that’s saying
something."
On a foggy November night like this Beale Street is not exactly crowded; we see more barkers
outside restaurants than tourists. The sounds coming out from the bars are disco music and cover
versions of old pop songs.
We must at least eat, and have a few beers. Scott suggests Blues City Cafe.
We order the Fat Tire draft beer, tamales and full rack ribs. Everything is good, with particular plus
points for the ribs: they are juicy, fat-free and moderately thick. Not like my horror vision of
Swedish ribs which, in brief, are the opposite.
Scott Barretta’s life revolves around the blues: the teaching of anthropology of the blues at the
University of Mississippi in Oxford, the hour-long radio show Highway 61 every Saturday night, a
weekly article (on blues records and festivals) to the weekend supplement in the Clarion-Ledger in
Jackson, Mississippi. In addition, he and Jim O’Neal are the principals for the content of the signs
to the Mississippi Blues Trail, which is located across the Mississippi – and a dozen of places
outside the state. He is the former editor of Living Blues magazine, and wrote the text to the coffee
table book "Mississippi: State of Blues", with photos by Ken Murphy, published in 2010.
For Barretta, everything has its roots in Sweden.
He came here as a young sociology student in 1992, along with his Swedish girlfriend.
He enrolled at the University of Lund, with the plan to continue his studies in sociology at the
graduate level. But he did not know exactly what direction he would take. Some new Swedish
friends suggested blues. Why not combine the studies in sociology with the blues?
Barretta still remembers with awe the Swedish blues aficionados he met during the first half of the
1990s. Men like Hasse Schweiz, Erik Lindahl and Tommy Löfgren in the circle surrounding the
Scandinavian Blues Association and the blues magazine Jefferson made a big impression on him.
They all had big record collections and lots of knowledge. Many of them had also made long trips
around the U.S.
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"It was amazing just meeting these guys that had come over to the United States and spent like
three months, and every single night they’re traveling and interviewing different blues artists and
people that had record labels. You know, Americans don’t do that. Maybe if you are a folklorist and
working on a degree you might do that, but generally speaking fans over here go to festivals and
drink beer. And you know, we have the opportunity to go out and see blues all the time so it’s not
as exotic, it’s not as much of a curiosity."
During our dinner in Memphis, Scott Barretta underlines another fact: Europeans who come to visit
black musicians are not perceived as threatening, as white Americans are.
"The Europeans had no secret agenda. They weren’t cops, and they weren’t looking for dope or
pussy."
The same applies of course to Jonas Bernholm. His encounters with African-American musicians
were characterized by his gentle manners and curiosity – but also that he was a harmless
European. When he begins to release records with rhythm & blues pioneers, they are at first very
excited to get noticed again, then they become suspicious:
"They could not understand how I, as a trained doctor, had chosen an uncertain life releasing
records with artists only the greatest enthusiasts knew. Although I paid the artists, I noticed by
their attitude that they thought I cheated them out of money."
The mythical Bernholm precision
The first time I meet Jonas Bernholm we talk about his visit to Memphis in the summer of 1968. He
shows pictures with artists from clubs and from visits to radio stations. It is fascinating to consider
a pale Swede with half-long hair walking the streets of Memphis just a few months after the civil
rights activist Martin Luther King Jr. had been shot in the same city, with major race riots as a
result. The soot after the fires was still left on the facades.
I do not know this at the first meeting, but the most unexpected things can pop up at the home of
Bernholm: a yellowed photo, a note, a letter, a cinema ticket from the 1950s, an old article.
For me he is a mythical figure, a name I’ve seen on LPs with rock’s pioneers and many forgotten
black artists in the rhythm & blues field. His music labels carry names like Mr. R&B, Route 66,
Blues Boy, Crown Prince, Saxophonograph, Jukebox Lil, Dr. Horse, Earth Angel, Gospel Jubilee,
Clanka Lanka, and Whisky, Women, And...
I know he’s celebrated on various websites for his work of releasing music with forgotten black
pioneers. But his groundbreaking work is now three decades back. Many who collected his albums
do not even know he’s alive.
He is alive all right, and makes a living writing columns about unethical business behavior in the
Swedish magazine Aktiespararen. When he sold his large record collection in the 1990s it brought
in so much money that he was forced to think about how he would invest the proceeds. The
solution was stocks and shares. And with the precision I eventually learn is typical of Jonas
Bernholm he then learned everything he could about the stock market.
Just as he once painstakingly was searching for recordings of forgotten artists, and put together
LP back covers with detailed information about their lives and recordings, he now studies business
practices over time:
"My strength is not to analyze companies, others do that much better. My focus is to go back in
time; if there are signs of dishonesty long ago it has often continued later. It is not really about
equity research, but about investigative journalism."
He has thus found many irregularities, and less-than-honest entrepreneurs. His studies are also in
demand by others – that’s why he writes columns for Aktiespararen. In these chronicles there is
nothing about astrology; but he notes privately that every twelve years, when the planet Jupiter is
in a certain position, he has made his best deals. His personality consists of a special blend of
chilly scientific thinking combined with the more esoteric teachings of astrology, or various Indian
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yogis. At one time he went to the U.S. to face the music, nowadays
he would rather go to India. And music essays have been replaced
by economic columns.
This man has a lot to tell. About his travels, about the artists he has
met – and how to rank different musical personalities. He is also very
patient, and can explain how everything, according to him, is related.
I do not always understand him, at least not immediately.
For example: Roy Brown is more important than Amos Milburn and
Wynonie Harris. Roy started something new and had many followers;
Wynonie had very few disciples. Amos was the idol of both Fats
Domino and Little Richard – but then it ended.
We sit at a sparse table with space for two. Bernholm points at some
of the pictures from Memphis in June in 1968:
"Well, here we have Estelle Axton outside Stax. And here I am back
the next day after Estelle drove me around Memphis. I was hanging
out in the studio with Steve Cropper, Booker T. Jones and Al
Jackson Jr. when they recorded three songs with Eddie Floyd. I also
met Isaac Hayes, who was very nice."
New label Route 66 is born
Jonas Bernholm’s tour to the contemporary
music scene around the U.S. in the summer of
1968 lasts for 83 days in cities like New York,
Chicago, Memphis, New Orleans, Atlanta,
Houston, Miami, Los Angeles and Detroit. He
takes a lot of photos, although some of them
are quite blurry.
He meets numerous artists, record label
executives and radio hosts at soul stations.
He writes for several English music magazines,
but the fledgling Swedish blues magazine
Jefferson does not want any articles from him.
Editor Claes Hedman justifies this rejection in a
letter stating,
"Soul music is a completely artificial product created by white American businessmen and only has
the purpose to turn the poor blacks in the United States away from their real music, namely the
blues."
In 1975 a trio of visiting American bluesmen plays at the Scandinavian Blues Association’s annual
meeting in Örebro, Sweden. 700 members see pianist Floyd Dixon, originally from Texas, but for a
long time living in California. Dixon is a master at networking and hands out business cards to
everyone he meets.
One of them is the teacher and blues pianist Per 'Slim' Notini, who conducts an interview with
Dixon for the magazine Jefferson.
Notini is a good friend of Jonas Bernholm. Together with Bengt Weine, a childhood friend of
Bernholm from Lidingö, they’ve been talking about starting a record label. They have noticed that
no other company seems interested in releasing records with the pioneers of rhythm & blues from
the late 1940s and early ’50s; today the period is sometimes called "rock before Elvis".
Floyd Dixon will be the first release on the new label Route 66 (disc number KIX-1), and the three
friends Bernholm, Notini and Weine contribute tracks from their respective collections of old 78s.
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Bernholm remembers:
"We were hippie capitalists, and did not think it was
particularly important to have good relations with the
original record companies. However, we paid the
composers and performers of course."
Jonas Bernholm put up the money for the first disc,
10,000 Swedish Krona ($2,000 at that time), and from the
start handled all the business and practical deals for the
record company. Notini and Weine were important as
they also had big record collections.
Bernholm also gathers a network of experts around the
world. His records are getting excellent reviews
everywhere; from specialist blues magazines to The New York Times. Many of the greatest artists
– including Roy Brown, Charles Brown and Ruth Brown – tour in
Sweden 1978-83. They play in places like Kulturhuset in
Stockholm, the library in Karlstad and Frölunda Kulturhus, in
Gothenburg. Instead of staying at hotels in Stockholm, the artists
are living at the homes of Bernholm and his friends. Ruth Brown
stays with Per Notini and his family, and Charles Brown with
fellow musician Nils 'Cannonball' Rehman. They are invited to
the birthday party at the home of the poet Gunnar Harding in
Stockholm and visit cartoonist Jan Lööf in Trollhättan on the west
coast of Sweden, where the cult series "Skrot-Nisse" is
produced. Lööf gets to be good friends with the artist Nappy
Brown. There are wonderful pictures from scenes out in the
Swedish countryside, or Ruth Brown relaxing in a typical
Swedish villa garden.
Of Bernholm’s labels, Route 66 and Mr. R&B are the best known,
attracting goodwill from record collectors since the artists are
always paid, often 45 cents per LP.
The 178 LPs on different labels are a cross-section of
influential and several not so well-known artists: Roy
Brown, Ruth Brown, Amos Milburn, The Coasters, Rosco
Gordon, Richard Berry, Big Joe Turner and Louis Jordan.
Many of these performers were never paid properly by their
record companies at the time they were big stars. During
most of the 1980s, Bernholm works around the clock in the
Old Rectory in Vingåker where he has moved to make
room for all his records. His own collection is the basis for

the reissues he produces.
But one day in the early ‘90s he gets
tired of it all. He has worked seven
days a week for many years, and the
introduction of CD collections is
stiffening the competition. Besides, he
thinks he has released most of the
music he wants to.
"Maybe there was something that I had missed. But most of it was done", he says today.
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Stax and Smithsonian museums
During my second day in Memphis I have an appointment. I’m going to the corner of McLemore
and College, to the Stax Museum of American Soul Music. This was once the home of record label
Stax, famous for Otis Redding, Sam & Dave, Wilson Pickett and other artists during the 1960s.
Jonas Bernholm visited Stax in late June 1968 and took a picture of cofounder Estelle Axton which
I will now hand over to the museum.
The original building was demolished in 1989, after a lot of messy business, but the museum –
which opened in 2003 – would love to have the image that Bernholm took.
I meet with the Director of Communications Tim Sampson and the image is solemnly handed over.
I tell some more about Jonas Bernholm and what he did after 1968. Neither Tim Sampson nor
curator Levon Williams has ever heard of artists such as Roy Brown, Amos Milburn and Charles
Brown.
I tell them that the Smithsonian in Washington actually has an entire collection coming from Mr.
Bernholm in Sweden: The Jonas Bernholm Rhythm & Blues Collection.
They are amazed. Is it really a Swede who saved this American treasure?
Well, that’s the way it is.
In the early 1990s Jonas Bernholm got tired of the record business. He wanted to do something
else. He put his huge collection of over 30,000 records, many of them rarities, for sale. Curator
Charles McGovern at the Smithsonian sees the ad in the magazine Blues & Rhythm and
immediately writes to Bernholm. He is interested in buying the collection for the museum.
Through donations McGovern manages to scrape together the money to buy the bulk of the record
collection; some discs have already been sold to other collectors. Bernholm also donates letters,
photos and other items that he had received directly from the artists. Everything is now available in
nine boxes at the archives in Washington.
This is an almost unknown cultural treasure, as only single items of the collection have ever been
shown publicly.
Mr. R&B giving back
A couple of months after I visit Memphis I get word from curator Levon Williams at the Stax
museum that they would love to arrange a temporary exhibition about Jonas Bernholm. I make a
10-minute video interview with Bernholm in Stockholm, and help to choose photos, copies of
letters and album covers from his collection. He also chooses 25 songs that he thinks are
representative of his record labels.
The exhibition – "Giving the Music Back: Mr. R&B helps save a cultural heritage" – runs from May
to October, 2013. It’s the first time a museum tells the story of Jonas Bernholm and his work in the
’70s and ’80s.
Jonas Bernholm still has the pathos that drove him both to pay and reestablish the original artists,
the ones who laid the foundation for so much. But his energy nowadays is spent on other things.
Just as he was winding down, the demand for his revelations of dubious companies has
increased. He now writes two or three articles to an online magazine each week, plus additional
items for a monthly edition of Aktiespararen, the magazine of the Swedish Shareholders’
Association. His name is well known among those he guards, but not his looks. He would like it to
remain that way; he likes to go incognito to shareholders’ meetings and ask uncomfortable
questions.
"Ideally, I’d like to work undercover. I know that my articles are read by many of the leading
players. It’s better if they do not know who I am and what I have done. Respect and fear works
well among men like that", says Jonas Bernholm… formerly known as Mr. R&B.
Note: Many of the old albums can be ordered from City Hall Records, www.cityhallrecords.com
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

SOUL/R&B SINGLES

released in the UK by label. 1970. Part 10. Catalogue numbers in
brackets. Unless stated all comments relate to the A side.
MERCURY
Mercury records was a Chicago based label, going right back to the fifties, releasing many
examples of black American R&B and Soul. Mercury operated as an imprint in the UK, and is still
going strong today.
Jerry Butler - Hey, Western Union Man/Just Can't Forget You (1058) (US Mercury)
This gem from the Ice Man was originally released in 1968, which was a number one R&B smash.
Its release in 1970 was to coincide with his UK tour. Turn it over and we find a beautiful ballad.
Very mournful lyrics that easily slot into Butler's vocal style.
Jerry Butler - What's The Use Of Breaking Up/A Brand New Me (1132) (US Mercury)
Beautiful swirling strings is the order of the day on this bouncy Gamble-Huff-Butler composition.
The song is not that powerful, but Jerry gives it his best shot. This was another top ten R&B entry.
Once again we flip it over and find vintage JB. A slower and more poignant tune, his pleading
vocals are simply nothing short of perfect. All nicely rounded off with a creative production and
arrangement.
Gene Chandler - Groovy Situation/Not The Marrying Kind (6052 033) (US
Mercury)
Gene Chandler is one of the true all-time greats of soul music, and is still out
there doing his thing. He was going through a slight lull in chart appearances,
so a label change was just the tonic he needed, as this was his biggest hit for
many years. It's one of those tunes that over the years I just burst into song
every so often. Maybe nodding towards middle of the road, but it's very, very catchy. A goody.
MONUMENT
Monument records was a Nashville based label, formed in 1958, mainly as a Country & Western
label. However they did acquire the rights to the Sound Stage 7 label, which as we know is very
much soul oriented.
Little Hank - Mr Bang Bang Man/ Don't You Know (1045) (US Sound Stage
7)
So what have we got here? Only the most stupendous forty five release of
1970.
I know absolutely nothing about Little Hank.
Hank's recording output resulted in just two releases on John Richbourg's
Sound Stage 7 label. In 1964 'Try To Understand'/'I Got That Feelin', and in
1966, 'Mr Bang Bang Man'/'Don't You Know'. Although 'Try To Understand'/'I Got That Feelin', was
re-issued in 1975, on US Sound Plus records.
London Monument did originally release 'Mr Bang Bang Man' in November 1966, but its lyrics
were considered very risqué for that time, and was withdrawn almost immediately, thus making it
the most sought after record on the London soul and mod scene. The few original Bang Bang's
floating around changed hands for considerable sums. So this long overdue re-release in 1970
was very welcome.
"I'm a walkin' down the street, with my pistol in my hand".
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A very steady beat, kind of in the Woolly Bully vein. The backing is brass lead with a throbbing
bass beat that maintains the same groove throughout and, along with interloping gunshot
staccatos, all add up to a soul masterpiece.
Incidentally 'Try To Understand', can be found on the flip side to Lulu's 'To Sir With Love', but I've
never been there.
Tony Joe White - Roosevelt and Ira Lee/The Migrant (1040) (US Monument)
In America the Louisianan sub-genre swamp soul man was accepted as an R&B singer, so that's
my excuse for including him in my 1970 survey.
Best known for his 1969 hit 'Polk Salad Annie' and for 'Rainy Night In Georgia'.
The usual compelling groovy beat from Mr White who always stamps his individuality on a song.
Good harp break and downhome feel to the whole thing. Good chart placing in the States.
The legend tours the UK in July.
Tony Joe White - Groupy Girl/High Sheriff (1043) (US Monument)
This was one of his best to date, and still is. Good backbeat, good guitar breaks and a strong
message in its lyrical content. Needless to say in the States radio stations banned it.
I find even now an undercurrent of excitement to his recordings which is very difficult to define.
You are drawn into his magnetic worthwhile lyrics that you have to give full attention to. It ain't
soul, but he sure is one of the all-time great talents.
Tony Joe White - Save Your Sugar For Me/My Friend (1048) (US Monument)
This single is as good R&B as you'll find anywhere. The heavy bass keeps the action alive whilst
the guitar breaks are outstanding. Another goodie from Mr White.
Joe Simon - Moon Walk part 1/part 2 (1042) (US Sound Stage 7)
This was a dramatic move for the highly talented Simon. One of souls greatest but he sometimes
falls short with the material he sings. Written by himself, this funky type number really isn't suited
to his vocal style. Anyway it peaked at eleven R&B.
Joe Simon - Farther On Down The Road/Wounded Man (1044) (US Sound Stage 7)
Well, Joe bounds back with this little gem. The song comes courtesy of Taj Mahal, although the
arrangement owes a lot to Simon's 1969 million selling forty five, 'The Chokin' Kind'. The steady
rippling beat is aided by some good bass lines and a powerful well blended brass section. An
attractive mid-tempo ballad is to be found on the b side.
I guess he was made to stand in the corner after 'Moon Walk', because these two are really back
on top form.
Joe Simon - Yours Love/I Got A Whole Lotta Lovin' (1049) (US Sound Stag 7)
Country songwriter Harlin Howard had many hits courtesy of Waylon Jennings. This song was a
hit for Jennings in 1969, but Joe gets himself all tangled up, as unfortunately it doesn't quite come
off. The tune, what there is of it, gets lost. In a nutshell, not one of Simon's best by a long way.
Never the less it was still a top ten R&B hit.
Joe Simon - That's The Way I Want Our Love/When (1051) (US Sound Stage 7)
Oh dear. Simon is always far better on ballads, and this somewhat messy mid-tempo item, is
simply a terrible attempt at disco. Charted though. Back to the corner Joe.
NOW!
This label was formed in 1970. Their catalogue consisted of just three releases. The two below,
and in 1971, Len Barry 'Now I'm Alone'.
The Masqueraders - Love, Peace and Understanding/Tell Me You Love Me (1001) (US AGP)
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The Masqueraders were a soul group that seemed to have been around for ages, but for whatever
reason never managed to take that last step into mainstream soul recognition. It certainly wasn't
for the lack of their quality output. After many name changes, in 1963 they eventually found a new
name and the Masqueraders were born. Over the years they must hold the record of releases for
different labels, notching up the odd R&B chart placing along the way. The group’s biggest hit, on
Bell records, 1968, was the absolutely soulful, 'I Ain't Got To Love Nobody Else'.
Anyway to 1970. This is a slab of jerky flowing Memphis soul perfectly created to give widespread
appeal to all types of soul buffs. The message in the song is clear and quite well put over. Not as
though anyone took any notice of it. A good solid soul single.
The O'Jays - Don't You Know A True Love/That's Alright (1002) (US Bell)
The reliable O'Jays were always guaranteed to release quality soul. This was no exception. It was
recorded around 1968, and is obviously inspired by the Temptations’ sound of that time, with the
vocalist doing his best to get the old David Ruffin feel. A good release.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
LOST SOULS
WAYNE HENDERSON
Founder member of the instrumental group the Crusaders, formed in
Houston in the early fifties. Originally called the Swingers, they changed
to the (Jazz) Crusaders in 1971.
The group charted regularly between 1972 to 1984, along the way
recording with some of the greats in soul, including Bobby Womack, and
Randy Crawford.
He was born 24 September 1939 and died 4 April 2014.
DEON JACKSON
The Ann Arbor, Michigan born singer, clarinettist, drummer, sang
professionally from an early age. In 1966 when he was nineteen, he
reached the top ten in both R&B and Pop charts with 'Love Makes The
World Go Round'.
His only other chart placing was the following year with 'Ooh Baby'. He
never achieved the level of success his talent richly deserved, but will
go down in history as recording one of the great soul sides of all time.
He was born 26 January 1946 and died 22 April 2014.

As Peaches said to Herb
I sat here starin' at the same old walls,
Came back to life when I got your call,
I wish I could climb through the telephone line,
Remember you're in

and give you what you want.

safe soul hands with....

(Reunited)

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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What is happening to the Blues? I wrote this in the last issue sounding a lot like Mr. Angry
(and see also ‘who did I last see’). This, sort of, brings me back to issue 78 which I really enjoyed
(and 58 pages too!) therefore I’d like to use my Blues column to cheat a little and write about that
and why I thought it was a fine issue. A lot of what is written is very nostalgic for me and, I
suspect, many other readers out there in TFTW land. Some pieces remind me of moments in my
past which I had almost forgotten and I list here some examples.
Hold The Third Page with Biggles and Ginger who I read avidly as a boy and listened to serials on
the radio. I had almost forgotten them.
There was also a small advert (pages 4 & 5) for the Sunday 22nd June Gig at the Spice of Life
featuring Big John Carter and Henri Herbert playing Barrel house and Boogie. Herbert’s influences
included Champion Jack Dupree who I had the honour of playing with way back in, I think, 1956.
He was top of the bill at Aylesbury’s Market theatre (long gone) and our Skiffle group, ‘The Sons of
Fred’ were also on the variety bill. I played Tea Chest Bass which was a classy instrument which
my Dad had built (and painted with our name) using an expensive piece of aircraft laminated wood
screwed on for the upright and a proper double bass string. The notes could be obtained quite
accurately and with the added pair of pram wheels to tow it to gigs behind my push-bike, it was a
formidable instrument. Champion Jack watched us from the wings and, when it was his turn, he
insisted that the piano be placed in the auditorium amongst the audience and that he would like
me to accompany him. As most of his numbers were 12 bar, I was soon able to ‘thump’ away and
enjoy myself. I’m afraid I didn’t really know who he was at the time but he was a very impressive
piano player.
I saw Duffy Power (page 6) at the 100 club when he was a support act (to whom I can’t remember
as Duffy blew us away) using guitar, bass and harmonica and was so impressive that, the next
day, I went onto Amazon and bought a CD (then later some more).
Pete Seeger (page 7). When my Mum died and my brother and I cleared out her place, we came
across an old J.E. Brewster (1880s) five string banjo in poor condition which I kept and, much
later, had repaired. I asked the repairer to suggest a tutor (as I couldn’t play it and still can’t!) and
without hesitation he produced Pete Seeger’s ‘How To Play A Five String Banjo’ which proves it is
still available but where does the time go for a practice? It is a worthwhile book in its own right
being full of folk information, how to make a carrying bag etc.
When I read John Howard’s review of Little Willie John (page 18) and Link Wray it prompted me to
fish out my stuff by them and thought how difficult it had been to find their music. This led me to
have another look on line for Donny Elbert’s greatest hits (called ‘R & B Maverick’) which I found
new on Amazon at £74.95! I wonder why that is so expensive and beyond my reach. I also wonder
what was the maximum a reader paid for a much desired CD or album.
J.H’s review (page 20) of the Detroit special reminded me I have an old LP with a similar cover
(British Motown Chartbusters) which my son demanded a tape copy of when he heard me playing
it one day. He was in his teens and I bought my LP in January 1968 before he was born!
Ace Café (page 23). I remember going up to the Ace Café way back in the late ’50s/early ’60s and
being intimidated by the clientele. We were never Teddy Boys, Bikers, Mods or any other group.
But we did like to wear Italian styled suits (but, I suspect, not then in the Ace Café!)
Geriatric Julie (page 30). I have a published poem based on ‘My Favourite Things’ which I wrote
for fun one day (and in about 10 minutes) when I worked in a design office. A little paperback book
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was being passed around called ‘Rude Rhymes’ and I flicked through it saying I could do better so
I wrote down some of the worst (not the very worst) words and wrote a verse and chorus and
threw it at my mate, who, unbeknown to me, had spotted on the back page of the book that the
author was collecting works for book two. He sent it off and every published ‘poem’ got a free copy
and it arrived and there on page 78 was my effort and a cartoon. They didn’t publish the verse,
however, because it was a bit strong! The book is called ‘Rude Rhymes 2’ collected by Michael
Rosen (Signet books)
I always enjoy Nick Cobban’s piece and his blog (pages 31 & 32) and envy him the energy to see
as many artists as he does.
As I said when I started this piece with my Mr. Angry rave (page 27) about Fender Guitars and
Marshall Amps, I could write about my ongoing saga with Stoke Mandeville hospital with five
appointments over 18 months and with one excuse or another, no treatment at any of them and
this is for laser eye surgery!
I often feel that there isn’t enough ‘letters to the editor’ (page 35 and this was going to be one) or
even a review of the last issue (which this has become). My ex-wife used to read ‘She’ magazine
from cover to cover and at the back, Kenneth Horne used to write a serious/funny critique of that
issue and I always read that.
I like reading the profiles on other Woodies especially the one on Ray Lee (page 40/41) and I think
the new ‘Out and About’ social activities (page 42) will be a success. (Which reminds me, I
promised Ken Major that I would look into a trip to the Leighton Buzzard narrow gauge railway
which I must do when I get back from France)
What an interesting file is K.M.’s Bakers Dozen (pages 48 & 49) and what a bonus is the regular
article by Patty Lee and Armand St Martin (pages 50 to 53). New Orleans is my favourite
American city and I particularly enjoy the slant towards piano. However I’d also like to see a
picture of Patty Lee and I expect she would like to see a picture of me! (Over to you Patty - H)
Finally, Dave Carroll’s gig list (pages 54 to 56) is, for me, a mouth-watering column of how I ought
to be spending my pension!
Unfortunately, I will miss the Joe Meek Special (page 57) as we are spending the summer in
France but will be looking out for concerts and bands to report on, and of course, wish the TFTW
team a wonderful and very successful evening
Issue 78 was a great magazine and I think a special mention should be made to ‘H’ who tidies my
piece up, adding pictures and better graphics than the simple piece I supply. Thank you ‘H’. I
suspect he does the same for most of the other articles as there is a singular, enjoyable style to
the whole magazine. (Finally, the appreciation I deserve. Thank you Dave - H)

The Fender Guitar

My rant about the (hopeful) demise of the Fender guitar caused me to
discuss this with a young Blues playing friend who thought I was entirely wrong and showing my
age. In further evidence of my claim, I came across a very good book ’Fender: the Golden Age’.
By Martin Kelly, Paul Kelly and Terry Foster (2011) which got lots of five star reviews in Amazon.
Ace put out an accompanying CD, ‘Fender, The Golden Age 1950 -1970’ (2012), a 29 tracker by
the usual suspects (Johnny Cash, Crickets, Ventures, Dale Hawkins) and some lesser known
Fender players (Leon McAuliffe, Bob Wills, Kingpins, Willie Mitchell) with a few radio ads thrown in
by Hank Snow, Barbara Mandell and Jan Howard. There is, as usual from Ace, wonderful notes
on the guitar’s history, first built in 1946, and the recordings. Both the book and the CD consider
the guitar’s life as an inimitable sound which eventually drowned into the sounds of the rising
competition in the 1970s. Case (almost) closed!

Twelve Bar Blues The 12 Bar blues I chose to write up in full was ‘Rock around the Clock’
Copyrighted in 1953, it was written by Max C. Freedman with help from Jimmy DeKnight (the Bill
Haley version came out in 1954) so it is actually 61 years old and thus, I expected to copy it out as
my 12 Bar example, But… the copyright was renewed in 1981 meaning that any form of copy
cannot be allowed, without permission from Myers Music Inc. administered by Sony/ATV Music
Publishing in Nashville, until 2031 (when they might well renew it again)! Music copiers beware.
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Therefore, I am now looking for another well-known 12 Bar to use as an example, any suggestions
welcome.

Lists It’s that time of year again and the 35th Blues Music awards took place in Memphis this
month (May) and these were the winners in the order they were presented;
Album – Remembering Little Walter by various artists including Charlie Musselwhite, Billy Boy
Arnold James Harman etc.
Bass Player – Danielle Schnebelen
Contemporary Blues Album – Badlands by Trampled Under Foot
Band – Tedeschi Trucks Band
Rock Blues Album – Made Up Mind by the Tedeschi Trucks Band
Contemporary Blues Female Artist – Susan Tedeschi
Best New Artist Debut – Shawn Holt and the Teardrops
Soul Blues Male Artist – John Nemeth
Drums – Cedric Burnside
Blues Song – Blues In My Soul by Lurrie Bell
Soul Blues Album – Down In Louisiana by Bobby Rush
Guitar – Ronnie Earl
Acoustic Artist – Doug MacLeod
Harmonica – Charlie Musselwhite
Acoustic Album – There’s a Time by Doug MacLeod
Piano – Victor Wainwright
Historical – The Sun Blues Box by Various Artists on the Bear Label
Horn – Eddie Shaw
Soul Blues Female Artist – Irma Thomas
Traditional Blues Male Artist – James Cotton
Contemporary Blues Male Artist – Gary Clark, Jr.
DVD – Ruf Records – Songs from the road by the Royal Southern Brotherhood
Traditional Blues Female – Dianna Greenleaf
Entertainer - Buddy Guy
Traditional Blues Album – Remembering Little Walter – various artists as above
Each has been chosen from a list of five by members of the Blues Federation and I have no real
argument with that, but like British TV awards I question who picks the five finalists

Who did I last see? Just before I went to France I went again to our little theatre in Aylesbury to
see STRAY with guests Del Bromham’s Blues Devils who were mostly made up from a group
‘Pearl Handled Revolver’. I knew they might be heavy and loud but Cherry Lee Mewis, one of my
favourites, was a guest also. It was dreadful, heavy and bloody LOUD, possibly the loudest band I
have ever heard. It was white noise for the ears and certainly not melodic! My pal and I would
have walked out (many did) but we were slightly trapped in and always hoping it was the last
number. If you ever go to see these bands (except Cherry L.M.) SIT OUTSIDE THE BUILDING!

What CD did I last buy? I certainly did not purchase any of the Del Bromham/STRAY ones on
sale at the above venue. I treated myself to ‘Soul Shot’ by Curtis Salgado, a Blues/Soul outing by
a singer who also plays a mean harmonica with a five piece band but on this CD, as with his
others, he invites a punchy brass section and other tight musicians to perform the 11 tracks.
Sounding a bit like Delbert McClinton at full throttle, even my wife likes it!

What was on my IPod today? I’m still listening using the tune titles alphabetically and I have
got to ‘Dark End Of The Street’ from the live CD ‘Moments From This Theatre’ by Dan Penn and
Spooner Oldham which Ron Kavana gave me as a birthday present in April 2000. With Dan on
guitar and Spooner on Wurlitzer piano, this 45 year old tune, written for James Carr, is a tour de
force even though Penn says, on the album, the Carr version is still the best.
Dave Parker
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As enjoyed by John Howard and snapped by Paul Harris
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A lost rockabilly? Well, any rockabilly singer who is said to be lost won't stay lost for long, thanks
to the Rock’n’Roll sleuths who run the Hemsby Rock'n'Roll Weekenders.
Case in point? Al Hendrix, a Californian who cut the club favourite Young and Wild, first recorded
the Buck Owens standard Hot Dog, and then disappeared from public view.
He may need to go up and down floors in a stair lift, walk with the
aid of sticks, and look a little like the original TV Dr Who William
Hartnell, but sit him on a stage and the years roll away. He was
making his UK debut, and was one of the highlights of a packed
weekender held, as always, at the Seacroft Holiday Centre in this
Norfolk resort.
Not that this was a festival of the superannuated. At the other end of
the age-scale, Travis LeDoyt, who is much more than an Elvis
tribute, wowed the ladies, and had the hairs on the back of my neck standing up because of his
remarkable physical resemblance to the late King of Rock'n'Roll.
But to begin at the start. This was Hemsby 52, one of two fifties fests held each year, so this is
now Year 26 of this major event, attracting more than 1,500 retro music fans to a three venue,
fifties style self-contained resort that back in the day would be called a holiday camp.
The main room, The Starlight Ballroom, holds up to 1,000 while two smaller venues, The
Harlequin and the Blue Lagoon, are more intimate.
There are Pin Up contests, jive competitions,
loads of classic cars, specialist disc jockeys,
and, at the Spring Event in May, the chance to
ride a steam locomotive-pulled vintage train, renamed for the occasion The 6-5 Special after
the seminal TV programme of the fifties.
In addition to Al and Travis, US headliners
included Jimmy Gallagher, lead singer of doowop group The Passions, and Art Adams, not to mention dozens of UK and
European acts including the perennially popular Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers.
Lee Dresser, due over with his group The Krazy Kats, tragically passed on only weeks before the
show, but his co-singer and composer from The Kats Willie Craig saved the day.
Behind the scenes there was tension, as Travis, flying in from Nashville, faced cancelled flights,
while Germany's Marcel Bontempi, coming in via Amsterdam from Frankfurt, got stranded in
Holland. None of the guests were aware of the frantic activity this caused, and front-of-house,
shows ran seamlessly, on time, without hitches.
There's a pre-show party on the Thursday with three British bands, with Dave Phillips and The
Hot Rod Gang headlining, and as one of the few UK rockabilly bands actually to chart, deserved
their billing, Tainted Love going down well.
Opening act on Friday The Surfin' Gorillas, fronted by ace saxman Clive Osborne and
augmented on keyboards by Claire Hamlin, deserved a larger audience for their spirited surf
instrumentals.
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The two US acts on Friday in the main room were Willie Craig in place of Lee Dresser and Art
Adams, and here's a as good a place as any to bigup The Hemsby House Band, under the leadership
of Mark Sprex on bass or drums, with Clive Osborne
on sax, Nick Whitfield on bass, Paul Gaskin on lead
guitar, Mark Morgan on drums as core members.
They were consistently excellent, adjusting their
sound to the act they were backing.
Willie Craig founded The Krazy Kats with Lee
Dresser in 1957 and co-wrote the catchy Wiggly Little
Mama with him, featured in the act as pianist Willie, in
a black and white striped shirt, opened with Fats Domino's I'm Ready.
And he was.
Lee's UK dancefloor hit El Camino Real benefited from the piano intro
as Willie worked his way through a number of the standards the group
recorded in 1958, and included on the new Fury label CD which takes its
title from another strong track Beat Out My Love, also performed on
stage.
Highlight of a fine set came possibly when Willie played the piano with
his nose during Great Balls of Fire, something never attempted by the song's originator, Jerry Lee
Lewis.
I Hear You Knocking, Keep a Knocking, Linda Lou, Link Wray's instrumental Rawhide, and even
Rock Around the Clock were greeted warmly by fans.
It was the sixth time Art Adams had
played Hemsby, and so tracks like
Dancing Doll, Rock Crazy Baby and
Indian Joe were both familiar to
audiences, and duly performed.
Art had never sounded better, thanks
perhaps to the presence of his
American bass player and lead guitarist,
Michael Strauss and Tim Gibson.
Seated Tim was particularly effective on
numbers including Rocky Road Blues, Ubangi Stomp, Chuck Berry's Let It
Rock and Canadian Lady.
Art, in his trademark Western Shirt, plugged his new CD The Truth, and encored with a wellreceived Thirty Days, with audience participation.
The evening was brought to a climax by the Portuguese/French collaboration Carl and The
Rhythm All Stars, whose musical skills belied their youthful looks.
Opener on the main stage on Saturday was Marcel Bontempi, despite his name, based in
Germany, and with an authentic American twang to his vocal and an authentic, stripped-down
sound, and an apparent fascination with frogs.
If you missed Jake Calypso and His Red Hots who followed
him, then you missed Hemsby 52 according to the openmouthed attendees who marvelled not only at this French
band's amazing stage-craft and highly eclectic choice of
material.
Vocally, Jake is a successor to Charlie Feathers, and tracks
like My Baby Rocks had long queues to buy their CD at the
autograph stand when they finished their set.
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Al Hendrix took to the stage with real authority, stating it had taken him 56
years to get to Britain, but he was here now and ready to rock.
Young And Wild set the pace, and the programme included such standards
as Shake Rattle And Roll and Summertime Blues
together with excellent but less known tracks like Take
It to The Man.
We learned about Monkey Bites, loved Rhonda Lee,
with a great solo on sax from Clive Osborne before Hot
Dog, Great Balls of Fire, a surprising inclusion of Fats'
Blue Monday before the encore of his best known number Young And Wild.
Young he may no longer be, but he's still pretty wild.
It was the audience that went wild for the next act, Travis LeDoyt, who
specialises in a fifties Elvis act, leading to screams from the distaff members
of the audience.
Wisely, Travis was performing an all-live show this time with no mystery
instruments audible, opening with the Elvis arrangement of Shake Rattle
And Roll, into Baby Let's Play House, Blue Suede Shoes, Heartbreak Hotel
and I Need Your Love Tonight.
Travis has the looks, and the moves and by the end of set, he had the
jacket... he was presented with a replica of the blue sport coat Presley
sported in the film Loving You. He thanked the donor, and immediately put
it on.
Too Much, then Don't Be Cruel, before Travis abandoned the stage and
wandered through the audience for the ballad Love Me, which resulted in
more screaming.
An unusual choice was Dirty Dirty Feeling, but he couldn't leave out Hound Dog or Jailhouse Rock
before he moved to piano for Big Hunk Of Love, proving himself not only an entertaining and good
humoured act but also a skilled musician.
Closing out the night were Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers, flying the flag for the Teds
with a familiar, but always well-played set that includes favourites like Teddy Boy Boogie, Old
Black Joe and My Little Sister's Got a Motor Bike.
Pete Hutton and the Beyonders, augmented
by The Roomates on harmony vocals and
Claire Hamlin on piano, with what was described
as a tribute to Ral Donner but included other
material, none of which compared to the
absolutely storming finisher on Ral's I Got
Burned, a great performance from all concerned.
Sunday night at Hemsby is sometimes doo-wop
night, a celebration of vocal group harmony from
the fifties, thus the appearance of arguably the UK's top doowop group The Roomates, first with Pete Hutton and now
with Jimmy Gallagher.
But the talented four piece also got their own slot, delighting
dancers with the uptempo Come Go With Me from the DelVikings songbook among others.
Then Jimmy Gallagher joined them, a dapper figure in white
suit, trim 'tache, and a black and white tie teamed with
matching pocket hanky. He looked the part, and when he
opened his mouth, he sounded the part.
Wisely adding some well-known doo-wop standards to his
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own group's repertoire, he won over the audience not only with a great treatment of Made For
Lovers, This Is My Love, and I Only Want You, demonstrating a
fine falsetto from a 71-year-old whose pipes are obviously in
pristine condition, but also at his obvious pleasure at the fine
welcome he received from a packed ballroom.
Those, and the next number, Lonely Road, were all Passions
originals, and he told an interesting tale of another of the group's
recordings, Just to Be With You, which they heard on a demo cut
by the then youthful Paul Simon and Carole King.
The set included a take on the Cleftones’ arrangement of Little Girl
Of Mine, and The Velvets’ Tonight, but the real show stopper was Gloria, best known by The
Cadillacs, but also cut by The Passions. An extremely difficult song to sing it sorts out the men
from the boys, and Jimmy proved himself one of the men.
Not just my view. Jimmy and the Roomates were called back
for no less than three encores, a record for a Sunday night,
when some weekender attendees have in the past sloped off
early ready for a Monday return to the workaday world. Not
this time.
There must have been some absenteeism after this fantastic
Sunday session that was well worth sacrificing a day's pay to
catch. Hell, it was worth a week's pay to see such mastery.
Come back soon, Jimmy. And well done, you Roomates.
John Howard
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Thursday, April 24, 2014
LA Trip
I'm flying back from LA today after an action packed couple of weeks in the States. Our first full
day included a tour of some of the tourist sites such as the Capitol Tower and the Chinese Theatre
in Hollywood, followed by a visit to the home of rockabilly singer Ray Campi, arranged by the Jive
Aces. Ray was 80 this week and was a genial host, happily showing us his memorabilia from a
career which began as a baby in an advert but which really took off during the rock revival of the
seventies. He has hundreds of cassettes of interviews he did with Hollywood legends and music
stars.
In the evening we went to Joe's Bar and Grill which has live music most nights promoted by a guy
known as Torch, who introduced us to music author Jim Dawson, who has written books on the
Twist and Buddy Holly, among others. The band playing that night was the Vargas Brothers, aka
the Lonely Blue Boys, who played some good rockabilly and Doowop.
Next day we drove up Central Avenue checking out the remaining buildings from the R&B era of
the forties, including the Dunbar Hotel and the Lincoln Theatre. From there we went to the Gene
Autry Western Museum and Forest Lawn cemetery where many stars are buried, including
Elizabeth Taylor and Michael Jackson. We were seeking the grave of Johnny Burnette, which we
eventually found.
Later we dropped John Howard off to meet some British friends in Santa Monica and then visited
Big Jay McNeely, one of the most successful R&B sax players of the late forties and early fifties
and one of the originators of Rock’n’Roll. We went to the House of Pancakes restaurant and had a
fascinating chat, more of which I will put on the blog soon. He's 86 now and walks with two sticks,
but is as sharp as can be and still playing and recording.
And so we return to the UK absolutely knackered after a whirlwind trip. I need a rest!
Tuesday, April 29, 2014
Big Jay McNeely at 87 years old
Celebrating his 87th birthday today is the great sax player
Big Jay McNeely. I was lucky enough to meet him, along
with Paul Waring and Gordon Fleming, while I was in Los
Angeles last week where, over a plate of pancakes at the
IHOP, Jay showed that although physically infirm these
days he is still as mentally sharp as can be. He continues to
record, including some experimental music with an Austrian
band and a more typical item called You Don't Have To Go
Home But You Can't Stay Here. Jay is off to Memphis next
month to be inducted into the Blues Hall Of Fame, along
with other sax men Eddie Shaw and Eddie 'Cleanhead'
Vinson.
Jay is happy about that but less so about the continued failure of the Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame
to honour him. This is the man who began his career in the late forties and played as big a role as
anyone in the birth of Rock’n’Roll. In addition to his exciting sax style, Jay was an innovator in
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terms of showmanship, lying on his back while honking his horn and painting it with luminous paint
so that it would shine under black lights. His walkabouts mid act were, and still are, amazing to
behold. I saw him at the Jazz Café many years ago when he wandered out into Camden Parkway
still blowing, while the band played on. And on one occasion he was arrested mid act, later
released, and all the time the band continued. I saw him most recently at the Ponderosa Stomp a
couple of years back.
Jay could really get the crowd going and this did
not go down well with some of the performers he
travelled with, including Johnnie Ray and Nat King
Cole, who were afraid that he was stealing the
limelight from them and banned him from their
shows.
If anyone deserves to be a member of the Rock
and Roll Hall Of Fame it's Big Jay and a campaign
to get him the respect he deserves has been
started by journalist Marc Myers, who recently
wrote a major article in the Wall Street Journal.
People inducted this year included Peter Gabriel,
Cat Stevens and Kiss and Myers points out that
only a small proportion of inductees were active pre 1955, when Rock’n’Roll was born.
Apparently the subcommittee who decides these things is neutral, but the fact remains that most
of them were born long after people like Big Jay made their initial mark. Hopefully he will have
better luck next year if Mike Stoller's comments have any impact. 'I was aware of Big Jay when
Jerry (Leiber) and I began writing songs for R&B artists in 1950 - we saw him perform and he
drove the audience crazy. Rock’n’Roll grew out of black popular music, and Big Jay was
important. He excited the passions of the teens - black and white - and they responded to what he
was doing."
Today Big Jay lives in a small bungalow not far from Watts where he grew up and has vivid
memories of the ups and downs of his career. These days he mostly plays in Europe and has a
number of trips planned, although none to the UK. Apparently he played at a small venue in
London in December but sadly it went by unpublicised at the time. Let's hope it's not long until his
next visit.
Viva Las Vegas
Wednesday, April 30, 2014
I've got loads of photos from my recent trip to Las Vegas
so I'm going to put a few of them on the blog over the
coming days, beginning with music acts from the first
couple of days of Viva Las Vegas.
Here are the Royal Rhythmaires, a Texas rockabilly band
with a female singer, Jai Malano, who has a really great
voice in the style of Lavern Baker or even a female Little
Richard. A brilliant start.
Also impressive were the country flavoured Carmen Lee
and the Tomorrow River Two, who featured quite a few
original numbers. Morry Sochat and the Special 20s were
another name new to me, who were pretty good on a set which included Rock This Joint, Shake
Your Hips and Pine Box. Of rather less interest were the Tequila Worms, a Chicano surf guitar
band who spent their set looking at their feet and playing some quite predictable instrumentals.
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UK rockabilly singer Jamie 'Bubba J' Faulkner gave a good
account of himself both vocally and personality-wise, backed by,
among others, fellow Brit Carl 'Sonny' Leyland (see photo >>>)
who was brilliant as the keyboard player with various acts during
the weekend.
Most exciting act of day one were the San Francisco band
Stompy Jones who really made the place swing with their
excellent singer and horn section and rocking approach. Another
act on day one, but one that didn't do much for me, was a band
called Hula Girls, which comprised a steel guitarist and, yes, a
couple of hula girls. Adequate but nothing special.
The biggest crowd of the evening gathered for the glamorous
redhead Kim Lenz and the Jaguars, who promoted her new
album Follow Me. Very good, both visually and musically.
Day two was taken up largely by a fashion show and an excellent
two hour Burlesque Showcase (of which more later) and I only got
to see a handful of acts, the best of whom were the excellent
California doowop group Lil Mo and the Dynaflos.
Introduced as a 'Japanese superstar', the diminutive Conny was
lively and bubbly and showed she has a fair voice on numbers
such as Bad Motorcycle, Teenage Boogie and Lovestruck, with
help from Lil Mo and co on some numbers.
The last act I saw on day two was up and coming Liverpool
rockabilly band Furious, who were OK I thought, but nothing to
write home about.
On the Car Show day at the festival the Trashmen, who I much
enjoyed, were joined onstage by Deke Dickerson, who has
produced their first album in many
years. The Rockats provided some
decent rockabilly.
Highlight of the day - indeed the
whole trip - was Lloyd Price, who
showed that he is still a great
performer.
Star billing for VLV went to Hampshire resident Imelda May, who
seems to be a bigger draw in the US than the UK.
On the Lanark stage Tim Polecat provided some authentic UK
rockabilly. He was followed on stage by rockabilly revivalist Robert
Gordon with the last outdoor act being surf guitar band Los
Straitjackets.
The Jive Aces were a real eye opener for me - excellent and there
was some teddy boy rock from Crazy Cavan.
Four Sun rockabilly stars played on the final night - Narvel Felts,
Carl Mann, Sonny Burgess and finally Hayden Thompson.
One of the great things about Viva Las Vegas was the number of
glamorous women there, so I thought for a change I would post
some photos of a few of these gorgeous females on the blog. Many
are from the Burlesque Showcase which featured around a dozen
burlesque artists, while the others are of some of the female visitors
to the festival and, in particular, the Car Show.
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First, here is a picture of the most impressive of the burlesque artists - Roxy D'Lite (not her real
name I suspect), followed by one of a lady by the name of Ophelia Flame and a rear view of a
twirling couple called, I think, Peekaboo Pout and Gal Friday.
The car show featured
a number of sexy
models draped over the
bonnets of various cars.
Here is a lady named
Megan and finally, the
hostess of the Pin Up
competition and one of
the contestants. Good
set of tattoos!
Sunday, May 11, 2014
Ray Campi - still rocking at 80
One of many highlights of my recent US trip was a visit to the
Los Angeles home of the King of Texas Rockabilly Ray Campi.
The visit was thanks to the Jive Aces, who extended their
invitation to his house to John Howard, Paul Waring, Gordon
Fleming and myself. Ray turned 80 a few days before our visit,
but he is still rocking. Next month he appears at the Ink-N-Iron
festival in Long Beach with a diverse line-up, including the
Buzzcocks, Merle Haggard, the Damned, Wanda Jackson, the
Skatalites and Si Cranstoun.
Ray was an excellent host at his modest bungalow, happily
showing us his music and film posters and mementos of a
career that actually stretches back to the age of one, when he
appeared on an advertising poster. Over the years he has recorded cassette interviews with
dozens of Hollywood figures which really should be transcribed and published. His musical career
dates back to 1956 when he recorded Caterpillar for the TNT label, which was followed by 45s for
Dot, Domino, D, Verve and Colpix, but his career really took off in the 1970s, when, after many
years as a teacher, he was rediscovered by Ronnie Weisner, owner of Rollin' Rock Records, and
recorded some great rockabilly tracks, including Rockin' At The Ritz and Tore Up. Over the last 20
years or so Ray has been a regular visitor to the UK and other European countries, playing his
exciting brand of rockabilly, and his white stand-up bass has become a trademark.
In 1959 Ray recorded the first tributes to Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper shortly
after their deaths, backed by the Bopper's band, and he has recently re-recorded these tracks Ballad of Donna and Peggy Sue and The Man I Met - with his long time piano player Rip Masters.
He was good enough to give each of us a signed copy.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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TFTW magazine used to have off-beat articles on all sorts of subjects not connected with music.
At Lee's 'farewell' meet-up recently it transpired that one Woody worked at the Arthur Findlay
College in Stansted. This is a Spiritualist College, and of course to admit one is a Spiritualist is
always greeted with derision. It conjures up pictures of old ladies sitting around in a darkened
room asking 'Is anybody there?' It has also been misrepresented as consisting entirely of frauds,
tricksters and magicians fooling the gullible.
I am a Spiritualist, though I prefer the term Survivalist which has been coined to distinguish
rationalists/atheists/agnostics from the religious followers. There are now many who come to the
question of survival of death from the standpoint of physics/science and who reject religion. Indeed
Michael Roll, a rationalist who runs the Campaign for Philosophical Freedom putting forward the
secular case for survival, has had correspondence with atheist Richard Dawkins who wrote 'The
God Illusion' and Dawkins has said he could accept survival of death if it proved to have a
scientific basis without any resort to superstition.
For the record, I have never been required to sit in a
darkened room with somebody asking: 'Is anybody
there?' Most mediumship nowadays is mental, which
doesn't mean they are mentally defective, but rather
that they receive messages telepathically or
clairvoyantly/clairaudiently and pass them on in their
normal voice. There are other forms of mediumship
where the medium goes into a trance, and channels
spirits who speak with the medium's own vocal chords,
often with a voice similar to the one they had in life, if
indeed they had a life on Earth. Then there is physical
mediumship, which got such a bad press due to
fraudsters that it almost died out. However there has been something of a revival, but it takes
years of practice, involving home circles sitting in darkened rooms for hours year after year often
with nothing happening, till gradually it hopefully develops. Physical mediumship includes
materializations with ectoplasm (very dangerous for the medium), with new energies which are
much less dangerous, and also Direct Voice either thru a 'trumpet' (cardboard cone/megaphone)
or simply from an ectoplasmic voicebox created near the medium, who is in a deep trance. The
late Leslie Flint was such a Direct Voice medium and you can listen to many recorded messages
by searching his archives on the Internet.
Of course with any discipline there are fraudsters, and the opportunity for this is great with physical
mediumship working with ectoplasm. Because this substance, produced from the body of the
medium, rushes back into the medium's body when exposed to light and can cause serious or
even fatal injuries, it is extremely dangerous especially when members of the public are admitted.
For this reason nowadays most physical mediumship takes place in home circles or in semi-public
settings where all sitters are vetted and carefully searched. I have been to two physical
mediumship séances, and frankly found them less convincing that mental mediumship.
Some physical séances take place in subdued red light, and I would go to one of these given the
opportunity as then you could at least see ectoplasm building up. To be in the complete dark is not
particularly evidential as there is always opportunity for fraud. You then have to rely on the content
of the messages alone, so it is no more evidential than mental mediumship. However my lifepartner did address me by name at one of these séances, saying he was my life-partner, giving
some evidential messages and putting his ectoplasmic hands on my face, which felt quite normal.
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As it was all in complete darkness I was not entirely convinced until I got confirmation by other
means later, so I'm not a great fan of physical mediumship in the dark. The opportunities for fraud
are too great, unless of course in a home circle where no money changes hands and where it is
simply an experiment with no motive for fraud.
I do not believe in Spiritualism or life-after-death; I base my knowledge on
studying the evidence alone. Those interested can do their own research on
the Internet, by reading the relevant books, or by going to visit a good medium
themselves. Colin Fry, for example, is an excellent one who does public
demonstrations of mental mediumship, though he is also a physical medium.
More and more scientists and medical doctors are accepting the evidence for
survival of death, and it really all boils down to one crucial question: the nature
of consciousness. Materialist scientists claim consciousness is a product of the
physical brain, but cannot explain how this can be. Consciousness is, in fact,
still a mystery to science. However Quantum Physics and the more adventurous scientists are
now suggesting that Mind is separate from the physical brain; that consciousness exists outside of
our physical bodies. This would make the brain more like a radio receiver/transmitter than the
originator of consciousness.
Quantum Physics strongly suggests that sub-atomic particles revert to wave function when there is
no conscious observer, which would mean all matter is largely an elaborate illusion or virtual
reality created and organized by a non-physical consciousness. This is very much on the frontiers
of science, and there is much resistance to the notion of Mind being separate from the brain as for
orthodox scientists it is taboo to even research such evidence, and it would make all scientific
texts, etc. since Albert Einstein hopelessly out-of-date and hopelessly flawed. Even though many
of the scientists who are saying Mind is separate from the brain have great difficulty getting their
research published in orthodox scientific journals, they are popping up everywhere in the Internet,
including YouTube.
One of these scientists, Ron Pearson, can be researched
on the Internet and via his many books, and his theories
have been published in scientific journals in Russia and
elsewhere, but scientific journals in his home country, the
UK, refuse to publish his them. He has, however, been on
the radio here discussing them. Basically he rejects
Einstein's Theory of Relativity as being substantially flawed,
and revives the Newtonian notion of the ether. Pearson calls
it the 'i-ther' or 'intelligent ether' which permeates
everything, and creates virtual realities or material dimensions in order to experience and evolve.
Pearson also rejects The Big Bang theory as it doesn't explain the increasing expansion of the
Universe without inventing things like Dark Energy. Pearson instead advocates his Big Breed
theory of continuous creation. His theories are mathematically correct, retain the E = mc2 formula
with different results, and explain everything so-called 'paranormal', including survival of death,
scientifically.
Many scientists and inventors long before Pearson have investigated physical mediumship and
pronounced many mediums genuine. These include scientists and inventors who were the
pioneers of radio and television including Sir William Crookes, John Logie Baird, Marconi, Edison,
etc. They came to the conclusion that the Spirit planes were on another wavelength, and many
tried to develop equipment to communicate with these dimensions, with some success. ITC or
Instrumental TransCommunication (including EVP - Electronic Voice Phenomena) is being
pursued by many scientists around the world with communications from the Spirit dimensions
received on tape recorders, on telephones, on TV sets, computers, etc.
In the Scole experiments of the 1990s scientists got spectacular results from physical mediumship
mainly conducted in a cellar in the English village of Scole, however some experiments of this
group were also conducted in America and elsewhere. A magician was present at some of the
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séances to insure there was no trickery. Much physical evidence was obtained with scientists
present to insure that there was no fraud. A team of Spirit scientists on the Other Side were
apparently working with the Earthbound team, including Edison whose signature was obtained on
unexposed photographic film in a sealed container. This was later compared with his real
signature in life and it matched. John Logie Baird wrote in his autobiography of an experiment
where fingerprints obtained from an ectoplasmic materialization matched the fingerprints of a
suicide's razor with which he killed himself.
All this scientific evidence is available to study on the Internet and in books, YouTube films, etc.
Incidentally, Helen Duncan, the Scottish physical medium imprisoned in the Second World War
under the ancient Witchcraft Act, was framed at her trial despite most witnesses saying she was
genuine and had brought their dead relatives into the séance room. It was claimed by government
agents at her trial that she regurgitated cheesecloth to represent ectoplasm, but despite everyone
being searched at the séance in which she was arrested no cheesecloth was discovered. She was
arrested because she announced the sinking to two Royal Navy ships, the HMS Hood and the
HMS Barham, before the Admiralty announced they'd been sunk by German warships. It was
thought to be bad for morale. How did Duncan know about these sinkings? Because she brought
spirit sailors from these ships into the séance room in Portsmouth to talk to their relatives. To
anyone who still doubts Duncan was a genuine medium they must explain her death in 1956.
Conducting another physical séance using ectoplasm, she was raided by police once again who
shone torches on her. The ectoplasm rushed back into her body causing second degree burns
from which she died. Cheesecloth does not have this fatal effect.
In addition to all this, there is the evidence of NDEs or Near Death Experiences where patients
unconscious and flat-lining in operating theaters, and elsewhere, have accurately reported on what
people were doing, saying, what they were wearing, etc. in and around them while clinically 'dead'
with no brain function. This included unusual things like post-it notes on a computer screen not
there before the patient was unconscious or visible after they awoke, a surgeon flapping his arms
during an operation, a blue tennis shoe seen and later recovered on a ledge high up in the hospital
not visible from the patient's ward (she couldn't reach the window anyway due to being connected
to medical equipment), and what relatives were saying and wearing in adjoining rooms.
A Georgian (USSR) man run down by the KGB visited a neighbor's house during his lengthy NDE
and accurately reported that their baby was crying constantly because of a broken arm. Later this
was confirmed by a hospital. Also people blind from birth having an NDE have accurately reported
on things they 'saw' when flat-lining and out of their physical bodies, including colors which they
had never seen before.
Most widows/widowers, in various surveys, have been convinced they have had contact after
death with their spouses. This despite many being unwilling to talk about such things for fear of
being thought crazy. As a widower myself I can confirm that my life-partner has answered
posthumous questions I've asked him the very next day, including where he'd hidden some
photographic negatives friends told me they had given him. Not with our other negatives, but on
the top shelf of our larder of all places. I got this message telepathically, and it was correct.
Colin Fry accurately gave my grandmother's name, how she passed to Spirit, and went on to
describe accurately a bad refurbishment of my mother's kitchen, and how I'd damaged the cheap
working surface by standing a hot pan on it. He even said where this damage was located - on the
left-hand side as you entered the kitchen. If this is 'guessing' or 'cold reading' then I'm a
Dutchman.
If you're at all interested in what happens, or doesn't happen, after death do the research and
decide for yourselves. I've just written a book, soon to be published I hope, arguing that
Spiritualism is a science rather than a religion. In order to win converts from Christianity, when
Britain was largely a Christian country, Spiritualists started calling themselves 'Christian
Spiritualists' and opening 'churches' complete with Christian-type 'services' at which a medium
would give messages. Now they even have ordained 'ministers' calling themselves 'Rev.'. In my
view this is all nonsense, they are not just another Christian denomination.
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Spiritualism/Survivalism is incompatible with Christianity. It is based on repeatable experimental
evidence of survival, not faith or religious texts/myths. It rejects any notion of a savior and states
that we are all responsible for our own actions and must face the karmic consequences, the law of
'cause and effect'.
It has to be said, as well as frauds and charlatans, there are good and bad mediums. One bad
medium I had a sitting with at a Psychic Fair at my local Spiritualist center asked, for instance, if I
knew anyone named 'John'. I told him I knew many people with that name, It was not evidential at
all. However other mediums in similar settings have been very good, including one who told me
how my father made out he was poor when really his money was hidden away. This was
completely accurate. Where she, and others, go astray quite often is when they try to interpret
visual images. For instance, she saw a woman surrounded by children and assumed it was my
wife, then my sister. In actual fact it was my sister-in-law who has no children of her own, but who
is a primary school teacher. In one of Leslie Flint's recorded Direct Voice séances Alfred Higgins
tells how he fell off a ladder to his death. Trying to get this image of a ladder thru to a medium to
pass on to his wife in the audience the medium picks up the image and says: 'I see the ladder of
success, my dear!', So just reporting what they see/hear is very important, as the real message
can get lost in an embellishment or misinterpretation.
I feel the truth about survival will eventually come about one way or the
other thru scientific discoveries. At the moment orthodox science is a
secular religion with sacred texts and theories which must never be
challenged for fear of being accused of heresy or 'pseudo-science'.
This means vast areas of evidence are not allowed to be even
investigated by orthodox scientists for fear of losing their research
grants, being denied publication in official scientific journals, and facing
ridicule and ostracism from their peers. Dean Radin of the Institute for
Noetic Sciences calls this the 'woo-woo taboos' of materialist science.
Dr Rupert Sheldrake has also criticized the censorship of those
scientists who dare to think 'outside the box'. Sooner or later, however, the evidence must be
researched, and if it contradicts the accepted theories of orthodox science then these theories
have to be revised or replaced by theories which fit the evidence. That is the scientific method, not
trying to make the evidence fit the preconceived theories, and ignoring or refusing to research the
overwhelming evidence which contradicts the orthodox theories. Albert Einstein himself, on his
70th birthday, wrote to a friend that he doubted any of his theories would stand the test of time.
This was partly because his Theory of Relativity is incompatible with Quantum Physics.
It really is time scientists and the general population woke up and smelt the coffee.
Tony Papard
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All these events are brought to you by our esteemed TFTW Social Secretary Mr John Jolliffe:
Here is the 2014 list of TFTW OUT & ABOUT social activities. Something for everyone. Full
details, meet up times etc, nearer the date.
We are still looking for an additional Sunday outing that we haven't done yet. So any sensible
ideas will be very much welcome and considered. A day at the seaside/walk in the country?
Thursday 12th June. TFTW second ale trail.
Meet up at the WELLINGTON PUB @ 14.30.
81-83 Waterloo Rd SE1 8UD
(Waterloo BR/Tube)
At around 15.00hrs we shall start our tour of some rather unique pubs around Southwark.
The proposed route will be as follows...
The Kings Arms (historic pub) - 25 Roupell St SE1 8TB
The Rose and Crown (traditional English pub) - 47 Colombo Rd SE1 8DP
Charles Dickens (has been serving ale since the 19th century) - 160 Union St SE1 0LH
Lord Clyde (represents the finest tradition of the great British boozer) - 27 Clenham St SE1 1ER
For those who want to soak up the beer, we shall seek out a local eatery for some nosh.
Friday 27th June. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Sunday 29th June. Leigh-on-Sea Folk Festival (Meet tba)
Friday 25th July. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Sunday 3rd August. Day out to Greenwich by boat. For the brave maybe a return trip across the
Thames on the Emirates cable car. (Meet Embankment)
Thursday 21st August. Mashers go to war. Pie & Mash at Manze's, before heading off to the
Imperial War Museum. (IWM is currently undergoing a major building redevelopment and is
expected to reopen on the 19th July. In the unlikely event this fails to happen, HMS Belfast is on
stand by). (Meet Borough)
Friday 29th August. Monthly Gang Meet Up. Our annual visit to the Tattershall Castle. This is
always a popular meet up. To avoid the usual chaotic problem of finding a restaurant to
accommodate a large number of Woodies, on this occasion only, a head count will be taken
nearer the time. So if you would like to be included in the meal, a restaurant reservation will then
be made for those who have given advance notification that you will be dining.
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Thursday 18th September. Your shout.
Either A) A late morning/afternoon around Portobello Road. Maybe lunch at Cockneys Pie &
Mash, or at one of the many eateries around the area. Will be plenty of time to check out the
record shops and nooks and crannies. Finally we shall go to the Museum of Brands. Surround
yourself with mementos of your wayward childhood. (Ladbroke Grove tube)
or B) Or something more relaxing. Chelsea Physic Garden, maybe lunch there. Moving onto the
Royal Hospital Chelsea. (Meet Sloan Sq tube)
Friday 26th September. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Thursday 16th October. Fullers Griffin Brewery Tour, Chiswick. The tour includes all aspects of
beer making, culminating with the highlight of any tour, the tasting session. Tickets must be
booked in advance, so a head count will be taken nearer the time. (Hammersmith or Turnham
Green tube. tba).
Friday 31st October. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Friday 28th November. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Tuesday 30th December. Christmas Gang Meet Up. We shall once again return to our festive
location, the Strand Carvery.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
PAST EVENTS
Within the mighty TFTW organisation, there is always a full and varied social programme.
Something for everyone, so why not join us. Here is a brief summary of recent activities.
The March monthly meet-up attracted a large
number of Woodies, who gathered at The Old
Coffee House pub, Beak Street, the home of
Broodie ales, for a few pints. This was followed by a
short walk down Beak St to Bistro 1, a very
reasonably priced Mediterranean restaurant. A nice
little traditional bistro, with a set menu at £13.95 for
three courses, which was varied enough with meat,

fish etc. to please all, and of the highest
quality.
Highlight of the evening was a birthday
presentation to celebrate Alan Lloyd's
seventieth birthday. Ten fellow Woodies were
extremely envious with the Max Bygraves CD
box set he received. Another fun evening.
WHO ATE ALL THE PIES?
17th April
Several TFTW Pie and Mash society members joined forces with the Thursday club for a
pilgrimage to the legendary S & R Kelly pie and mash emporium in Bethnal Green. Opened in
1937 they have honed the pie recipe ever since. However on arriving at 2pm we found they had
run out of pies.
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Plan B was put into operation, to fest further down the road at another
Kelly (G) (not related) pie and mash shop. Not one of the best pie offerings
I have ever had.
Suitably fed it was time
to catch bus 388 to
visit the Bank Of
England museum. The Museum's banknote
gallery houses one of the world’s finest
collections. Also on display were pikes and
muskets once used to defend the Bank, along
with exhibits, interactive displays etc. revealing
the Bank's history from its foundation in 1694.
All very interesting. The highlight of the visit
was holding and lifting a 13kg genuine gold
bar, worth ££££££££
April Monthly (last Friday in the month) meetup. A mere handful of Woodies met at the
historic Queen’s Larder pub, holidays for some minimising this important ritual. However the
Southampton Row Antalya Turkish restaurant was a revelation, food, service and freebees,
possibly the best ever, and JJ will I am sure organise a return a.s.a.p. (Yes indeed Ken.) By the
time you read this, yes we did return for some more Luvvly Jubbly.
Soulboy/Ken Major
May Monthly meet-up. Excellent TFTW turn out at the Swan pub, Bloomsbury, being the last
Friday in the month. Then 14 Woodies attended
the Antalya restaurant, a few paces right in
Southampton Row. This was a second visit within
two months, although the service was somewhat
slower, but the meal agreed by most as being
superb, probably the best ever on these
occasions.
Ken Major
Diners of the month. Brenda and Tony. Beware it
could be you next.

Alan Lloyd said;

“Great choice of venue. Probably the best meal
I’ve had in 15 years of meet-ups and a pleasant
venue, and as usual great company.

”
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The man they call the “Godfather of Southend Rock” is returning to
his home-town for his annual concert series, playing two shows on
Friday June 13 and Saturday June 14.
Mickey Jupp, who has released more than 20 albums and
compilations, will be appearing at his old stomping ground at Club
Riga, at the Cricketers Pub, in London Road, Westcliff, and tickets
are now on sale at the venue, price £10.
Jupp has recorded for major record labels like Arista, Bell, A&M,
Stiff and Vertigo, and has seen his songs covered by acts like Rick
Nelson, Nick Lowe, Elkie Brooks, Delbert McLinton, The Judds and
Darrel Higham. Not to mention local heroes, Dr Feelgood.
Just turned 70, Jupp now makes his home in Cumbria, playing live
infrequently, but returns to Essex occasionally with CD
compilations featuring his own compositions. In the past fifty years, he has written nearly 400
songs, of which only 130 had been released commercially but all his demonstration records are
produced to a high standard which feature on home studio recordings.
As Dave Edmunds said on Bernie Keith's BBC Rock’n’Roll radio show: “Mickey Jupp's demos are
so well crafted and recorded it's almost impossible to improve upon them in a studio.”
That hasn't stopped the Welsh guitar wizard trying, and he has been a notable recorder of Jupp
songs, notably Standing At the Crossroads Again, which featured on international television.
Jupp will be remembered more as a songwriter than as a performer, although he is peerless
onstage. Couplets in such songs as Standing at the Crossroad Again "Maybe I'll run into some
famous names, Robert Johnson, Elmore James", You Know What I Mean "We don't go out,
because my girl likes it in" and Switchboard Susan "When I'm with you I get an extension, I don't
need Alexander Graham Bell's invention" show wordplay at a level Cole Porter might envy.
Mick says he enjoyed his 70th birthday party in March, which he celebrated with a show at his
local pub, The Woolpack, which had fans flying in from all over Europe – and one long-distance
fan who came all the way from San Francisco.
He said: “But I always look forward to coming back to Southend to see old friends.”
He closed down the gift shop he had been operating for the best part of twenty years in the
picturesque Lake District last year, and now concentrates on his songwriting.
“I've got one song I've been working on for four years – although most of them come along a bit
quicker than that,” he said.
Much of Mick's material has been reissued on CD, but German label Repertoire is planning a
multi-CD box set due for imminent release.
“That, too, has been a long time coming,” said Mick, who has had greater commercial success in
Germany and Scandinavia than in the UK.
Show organiser Mick Brownlee, who will be playing drums behind Mickey, said: “The evening will
be like a Who’s Who of the Rock’n’Roll scene in Southend dating back to the fifties. We anticipate
a full house, and suggest early booking.”
Mickey's musical partner and fellow Cumbrian resident Mo Witham, also originally from Southend,
will be playing guitar in the band, along with Dennis Masterson on bass, while Mickey plays both
piano and guitar.
Support on the Friday will come from the Blow Hard Blues Band.
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The musical history of Mickey Jupp is a long one. He played in several Southend bands after
leaving art college in 1962 and was in the R&B group The Orioles (1963 – late 1965), which
included Mo Witham (guitar, vocals) and Bob Clouter (drums), but the band never recorded. After
a break from music, Jupp formed Legend in 1968, signed to Bell Records. They released a selfnamed album Legend, a mix of pop, rockabilly and blues rock styles acoustically. A second lineup, with Mo Witham on guitar, John Bobin on bass and Bill Fyfield on drums signed with Vertigo in
1970.
Confusingly, their second album was also called Legend, but is referred to as the
"Red Boot" album, after the cover picture. Fyfield left to join T.Rex (where he was
re-named Bill Legend, after the band he had left, by Marc Bolan), and was
replaced on drums by Bob Clouter who had played with Jupp in The Orioles. This
line-up recorded the second Vertigo album Moonshine issued in 1971 (and rereleased on CD in 2007).
Returning to Southend, Jupp formed the Mickey Jupp Big Band that featured at Southend’s first
and only Rock Festival at Roots Hall, which featured Bob Fish, later of The Darts, until the pubrock revolution featuring local bands such as Dr. Feelgood, for whom he wrote the hit single Down
At The Doctors created fresh interest in rock and roll.
He signed to Stiff Records in 1978, and they initially released a compilation album of the first three
Legend albums, which was also called Legend, giving three albums with this title. It was
subsequent to that release that the influential NME magazine dubbed him “The Godfather of
Southend Rock,” and he appeared on the second national Stiff Records tour, the subject of a TV
documentary. This was followed by his first solo album, Juppanese. The follow-up album Long
Distance Romancer was produced by Godley and Creme, of 10 CC, and he worked with a number
of name producers, and despite music industry acclaim, Jupp always managed to give
mainstream success a swerve.
Jupp went on to release a further seven solo albums, some appearing on Swedish and German
labels before his last commercially released CD
You Say Rock in 1994.
Fortunately for fans, Jupp has lost little of his vocal
prowess, and his easy manner onstage wins him
new fans whenever he can be persuaded to come
out.
John Howard
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Here in the Delta, where most of the legendary juke joints have slowly shut their doors and
most of the bluesmen have died off or moved away, the blues is falling from the very place it was
born, say the people who play it and others who live here. They know their music survives in the
music collections of yuppies, in college seminars on folk culture, in festivals and franchised events
such as the House Of Blues, B.B. King’s clubs and others in the USA, Asia and Europe. But there
is little live music left, the bluesmen say, at the source. Source: Rick Braggs, San Francisco
Chronicle, 22.4.2001
2.
From a large article called “The Flamingos: Doo Bop Shu Bop Down Memory Lane”. The
Flamingos just finished playing the Winner’s Lounge in the Desert Inn, dressed in white suits and
ladybug ties, (black spots on red). Set included “Blueberry Hill” “Midnight Hour” their national hit
“I’ll Be Home” “Shake It Up Baby” “Sittin’ On The Dock Of Bay” “Under The Boardwalk” Prince’s
top of the charts hit “Crème,” Gershwin’s “Love Walked Right In.” Jacob Carey does an Armstrong
version of “What A Wonderful World”, “Besame Mucho”. Source: Louise M. Allen, Las Vegas INMusic Magazine, Dec 1991
3.
Willie King served 20 years in the Marines, four tours of duty in Korea and three in Vietnam,
earning eight Silver Stars, four Purple Hearts, a bullet lodged in his leg and a steel plate in his
head. B.B. King claims they are first cousins and the two Kings play the same Delta style of blues.
In fact in 1962 he was hired to play as B.B. and he owns the first original Lucille guitar which B.B.
did not like. On Beale Street, the Willie & the Cool Cats band, which included Ike Turner, had
“Beatrice” sit in and she was sensational, that’s how Ike & Tina got together. Source: Ron
Hartman, New Times, 3.8.1995
4.
13 times married, Izear (Ike) Luster Turner Jr. was born 5.11.31 in Clarksdale, Miss. Now
living in his four bedroom house in San Marcos has just released an album “Here And Now” which
has sold 3500 copies in a month. Taught piano by Pinetop Perkins they both appeared at the
Chicago Blues Fest in June. Tina left Ike 25 years ago and he has spent the last decade
attempting to put his life together again. Robert Johnson who owns Bottled MaJic Music in
Connecticut and was a former speech writer to U.S. Senators believes Ike is ready to move on.
Source: Robert Hilburn, L.A. Times, 8.7.2001
5.
Peter Aschoff teaches the anthropology of the blues culture at the University of Mississippi.
A friend of Bruce Iglauer who owns Alligator Records which is celebrating its 30th anniversary,
Iglauer has released a double CD sampling of studio and live recordings. The label name comes
from the way Iglauer clicks his teeth when he likes a song. Blind Pig Records also celebrates its
25th anniversary this year. Alligator has received 32 Grammy nominations and won twice, and its
artists have won 64 Handy Awards with Koko Taylor winning 21. Source: James Reindl, Las
Vegas Sun, 28.12.2001
6.
Josie Sutherland, curator of the National Sea Life Centre in Birmingham, England, has
decided to pump Barry White music into an aquarium in order to try to get 10 Sharks to mate,
“We’re hoping that the music will tempt them into feeling more romantic”. Source: Las-Vegas
Review Journal, 13.2.2002
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7.
John Lee Hooker died of natural causes at his Los Altos home, he was 83. He recorded
more than 100 albums. John Wooler, senior vice president at Virgin Records America, and
president of Point Blank Records, Hooker’s label, says he was planning to record another.
Inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame in 1991 he won a Grammy Award for “I’m In The
Mood” and received a Lifetime Achievement Award at last year’s Grammys. Hooker played a
street musician in the 1980 “Blues Brother” movie, and his songs were used in “The Color Purple”.
Source: Kim Curtis, Las Vegas Sun, 22.6.2001
8.
John Lee Hooker had a 53 year recording career and won 4 Grammy awards. He was a
gifted song writer creating music well into the ‘70s and ‘80s. Born in Clarksdale, Miss. in 1917, he
was one of 11 children of a Baptist minister sharecropper. When his parents divorced he went to
live with his mother and stepfather, a Delta blues guitarist named Will Moore. Moore taught
Hooker and they played at dances. At 14 Hooker ran away to Memphis and then a few years later
moved to Cincinnati where he sang with gospel quartets. Source: Jeff Leeds, Los Angeles Times,
22.6.2001
9.
Motown was launched in 1959, and Gwendolyn and sister Anna Gordy concentrated on the
artists’ appearance leaving Berry to concentrate on the sounds. Female artists were sent to charm
school where they learned how to sit, walk and style their hair, normally wearing long gowns and
white gloves on stage. Male artists had sessions with a choreographer and learned moves.
Gwendolyn influenced Marvin Gaye, Tammi Terrell and The Spinners. She also founded Gwen
Glenn Productions, Der-Glenn Publishing Co. and Old Brompton Road Publishing Co. Source:
L.A. Times 12.11.1999
10.
Bob Bailey and Norma Miller co-hosted a show for elementary school students sponsored
by The Las Vegas Jazz Society, held at the West Las Vegas Library Theatre. Bailey is the first
African-American television reporter in Vegas, and Miller aged 15 joined the Whitey’s Lindy
Hoppers. Performers included tap dancer Ivery Wheeler who is the 3rd generation of the Step
Brothers dance troupe, B.B. King and Ruth Brown. Present was Martha Jordan widow of Louis.
The Society honoured eight musicians in celebration of African American History Month. Source:
Jason Harris, Southwest View, 6.3.2002
11.
Howard Tate is performing live again at the Village Underground in Manhattan. His
previous live show was at the Apollo with B.B. King and the Temptations. Howard quit the
business when recording for Lloyd Price’s label Turntable, and performing at the club of the same
name in Times Square. Outside the club one night Lloyd Price’s manager, Harold Logan, was
murdered, and that is when Howard quit and became a securities dealer with the Prudential. His
daughter aged 13 died in a house fire in the mid ‘70s and he divorced his wife in 1981. Source:
Neil Strauss, The New York Times, 19.7.2001
12.
Ellis Marsalis along with his family will entertain at the University of New Orleans where
Ellis is teaching Jazz. The show celebrates Ellis’s career, part of the Louis Armstrong four day
Satchmo Summerfest. The ceremony includes renaming New Orleans International Airport after
Armstrong. Baptism records show Satchmo was born 4.8.1901 in New Orleans. His childhood
home and place where he was born no longer exist. There will be a tour pointing out the otherwise
unrecognizable spots where Armstrong was born and grew up. Source: Brett Martel, Las Vegas
Sun, 27.7.2001
13.
Nadine Cohodas, 51, was born in Marquette, Mich., and raised in the Upper Peninsula town
of Ishpeming and northern Wisconsin town of Appleton. Writing in her book “Spinning Blues Into
Gold” which was published in May by St. Martin’s Press, one of her favourite anecdotes in the
book is the bar Mitzvah of Leonard Chess’ son Marshall in 1955. A cross section of the R&B
industry, white record label owners, DJs., and black artists were invited to Agudath Achem
synagogue. To have a socially integrated event in Chicago a year after Brown v Board of
Education was amazing. Source: James Reindl, Las Vegas Sun, 15.9.2000

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
the beat of the street

by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From The Crescent
City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

Summer has officially begun for New Orleanians! June 1st was the Official First Day of "Hurricane
Season" with the Official First Day of Summer following on June 21st. However, summertime
festivities and heat with humidity have already arrived in the Big Easy after a delightful springtime,
full of music, food and fun!
Louisiana's June promises the Bon Mange Festival in Gheens, the Spice and Music Festival in
Opelousas, the Miss Louisiana Pageant in Monroe, the Smoked Meat Festival in Ville Platte, the
Watermelon Festival in DeRidder, the Crab Cookoff and Festival in LaCombe, the LA Corn
Festival in Bunkie, the French Market Tomato Festival in New Orleans, the Cajun Crossroads
Festival in Mansfield, the LA Peach Festival in Ruston, the Bicycle Festival in Abita Springs, the
Arts and Crafts Festival at Melrose Plantation in Natchitoches, Cajun Culture and Music Festival in
Eunice, and even a Cajun Heartland State Fair in Lafayette and Back to the Beach Festival in New
Orleans.
July music is always included as a "highlight of the tour" at fests such as the Lebeau Zydeco
Festival in Lebeau, the Grand Isle Tarpon Rodeo in Grand Isle, the Pecan Ridge Bluegrass
Festival in Jackson, the Swamp Pop Music Festival in Gonzales, the Catfish Festival in Des
Allemands, the Cajun French Music and Food Festival and also the Marshland Festival both in
Lake Charles, the Greater Mandeville Seafood Festival in Mandeville, and two Watermelon
Festivals - one in Saline and one in Farmerville, to list a few. Of course, Fourth of July is
celebrated in nearly every town or series of small towns across America, which includes Louisiana
festivities. No matter what, there are always plenty of Fourth of July fireworks accompanied by lots
of music! August provides just as much music for locals and tourists alike with plenty of public
music events along with private settings.
Jazz Fest sported music acts including The Heavenly Melodies Gospel Singers of New Orleans,
Nicholas Payton and the New Orleans 4, Walter Wolfman Washington & the Roadmasters, The
Gospel Soul of Irma Thomas, Pinstripe Brass Band, BeauSoleil avec Michael Doucet, Marcia Ball,
Original Dixieland Jazz Band, Bruce Springsteen, Honey Island Swamp Band, Santana, Leah
Chase, Sweet Olive String Band, Tricia Boutte, Buckwheat Zydeco, Robert Plant, Dukes of
Dixieland, Davell Crawford, Guitar Slim, Jr., Gospel Inspirations of Boutte, New Orleans Classic
R&B Divas featuring the Dixie Cups, Wanda Rouzan and
Jean Knight, Eric Clapton, and Lil' Nathan & the Zydeco Big
Timers, for starters.
Special Louisiana events during this Jazz Festival season
also sported the likes of the Festival Internationale de
Louisiane in Lafayette (the largest Francophone fete in the
USA), the Italian Festival in Tickfaw, the Zurich Classic of
New Orleans, Jubilee: A Festival of the Arts and Humanities
in Thibodaux, Spring Fair Deaux Deaux in LaPlace,
Contraband Days Festival in Lake Charles (dedicated to
pirate Jean Lafitte), Hickory Grove Bluegrass Festival in
Deville, Shorty Fest in New Orleans (Trombone Shorty's
fundraising fest by emerging young talent), Arnaudville
Etouffee Festival in Arnaudville, and Stir the Pot: Seafood
Walter Wolfman Washington, center, Cook-off and Festival in Abbeville, plus more! So Jazz Fest
Jack Cruz on bass on right, Jimmy isn't the only music scene going on in Louisiana during Jazz
Carpenter on sax on left. Generation's Fest time! Like many musicians circulating throughout New
Hall, Jazz Fest time 2014 (c) Patty Lee
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Orleans during Jazz Fest, Walter Wolfman Washington & the
Roadmasters performed several hot sets at Generation's Hall
as well, besides playing Jazz Fest.
A "very nice jewel of a piano night during Jazz Fest time" was
held at intimate Southport Hall in New Orleans for a fundraiser
for the documentary, Bayou Maharajah: The Tragic Genius of
James Booker, directed by Lily Keber, which was very wellreceived with local piano greats performing live followed by the
film screening. (James Booker). Highlighting this special music
event were New Orleans primo piano players Allen Toussaint,
Armand St. Martin, and Davell Crawford, along with Louisianaborn Marcia Ball, as well as Jack Cruz performing bass with
other musicians such as J.D. Hill who filled out the fabulous
New Orleans piano night experience. Jack Cruz played bass
with James Booker, and Allen Toussaint and Armand St.
Martin knew Booker also. These stellar piano-offerings
equalled WWOZ's annual Piano Night during Jazz Fest, and
this particular evening found Southport Hall poppin' at the
seams as "a most successful scene at which to be seen!" (Allen
Tousssaint, Kathy Sebastian, Coleen Wood, Marcia Ball,
Armand St. Martin, Patty Lee, Jim McCormick, all at one table.)

Jack Cruz (bassist who played with James
Booker, and plays with Walter Wolfman
Washington), Armand St. Martin, Southport
Hall during Jazz Fest time 2014
(c) Patty Lee

Armand St. Martin, Southport
Hall during Jazz Fest time 2014
(c) Patty Lee

Pianomen Allen Toussaint and Armand St.
Martin, piano night, Southport Hall, Jazz
Fest time 2014
(c) Patty Lee

Pianomen Davell
Crawford and Armand
St. Martin, piano night,
Southport Hall, Jazz
Fest time 2014 (c) Patty
Lee
Pianolady Marcia Ball,
film director Lily Keber,
Pianoman Armand St.
Martin, Southport Hall,
Jazz Fest time 2014
(c) Patty Lee
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Kathy Sebastian
(producer, production
coordinator for Allen
Toussaint), Pianoman
Armand St. Martin,
Southport Hall, Jazz
Fest time 2014
(c) Patty Lee

Reid Wick (member
services for Recording
Academy), Armand St.
Martin, Southport Hall
during Jazz Fest time
2014 (c) Patty Lee

J.D. Hill (harmonica; first
recipient of a home in the
Musician's Village after
Katrina), Pianoman Armand
St. Martin, Southport Hall,
during Jazz Fest-time 2014 (c)
Patty Lee

In attendance at Southport Hall was native New Orleanian Jim
McCormick who is a Grammy-winning songwriter. His hits
include songs covered by Nashville superstars Tricia
Yearwood (Garth Brook's wife), Tim McGraw (Faith Hill's
husband), Keith Urban (Nicole Kidman's husband), and
Ronnie Milsap (40 #1 hits and counting). McCormick now
makes his home back in his hometown of New Orleans.
Another important Jazz Fest season event was the re-opening
of The Carver Theatre in downtown New Orleans with all kinds
of on-going festivities, including a ribbon cutting and
educational programs, plus live music entertainment. A
documentary titled "Rocking the Opera House: Dr. John" was
screened (with Dr. John in the audience), and featured live
music by Donald Harrison. Germaine Bazzle, Topsy Chapman
and Solid Harmony, and Herlin Riley performed live during
"Jazzin' In The Treme." Long overdue, Carver Theatre took
approximately 8 years to be renovated for $8 million. Yet
another important landmark has finally been renovated since
Jim McCormick, Armand St.
Katrina
and
the Martin, Southport Hall, Jazz Fest
grand
re-opening
time 2014 (c) Patty Lee
was indeed a hit.
Mother's Day drew live music entertainment literally out
of the woodwork everywhere, as one can imagine! It
seemed that every venue in Louisiana needed live
music to celebrate their moms. Armand St. Martin's
Maison C'est Bon Jazz Trio (Armand, Otis Bazoon on
sax/clarinet, Steve Braun on stand-up bass), seemed to
Armand's piano entertainment always draws singers! 3
female singers in 3 different styles: country, opera, and
R&B at Tammany Yacht Club (c) Patty Lee
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draw happy professional "mom" singers out of every crowd without even trying!

Sing-along at Round Table Club in uptown
New Orleans (c) Patty Lee
Garden and Home Tour in Gretna, La (c)
Patty Lee
New Orleans jazz trumpeter
extraordinaire Lionel Ferbos turns 103 in July and continues as the eldest
active working professional musician in the City of New Orleans. Happy
Big Birthday Lionel!
With the happiness of a birthday such as that of Lionel Ferbos, sadly there
is another end of the spectrum. DJ Larry Tremaine was featured in this
column several years ago. He took over Roger Day's position as
Programme Director of Radio Northsea International (Caroline Radio) in
the summer of 1970, off the English coast where he could be heard on the
air every day during the Election Week followed by his weekend
Rock’n’Roll Sunday shows. The rock format fit his music personality best
since he had worked with
the Beach Boys when he
hosted
a
nationally
syndicated TV dance
show in the US, Casino
Lionel Ferbos, 102,
Maison, New Orleans (c) Royal, along with having
worked at many major
2014 Patty Lee
L.A.
broadcast
radio
stations as "a DJ with a big personality!" He served
Managing Director for a company called Mebo

Dona and Larry Tremaine (aka Steinman),
Crawfish Fest, L.A.
(c) Patty Lee

as

which operated RNI, and earlier in his career he was lead
singer for his band, Larry Tremaine and the Renegades in L.A.
He was inducted into the Pirate Radio Hall of Fame and gave
a DJ performance at the International Radio Festival. Larry
Tremaine aka Larry Steinman, a good friend and great talent,
"passed away unexpectedly May 31, 2014. He was in the
midst of having gall bladder surgery in Los Angeles when he
suffered a fatal heart attack," according to a personal phone
call we received early June first from his bereft Dona. His
larger-than-life personality will always be remembered.
For more New Orleans music news of an upbeat nature . . .
Larry Tremaine, Radio Caroline,
Summer 1970 (photographer unknown)

stay tuned. . .
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Svein Sorlie
Norway
22. May 2014
Dear Keith.
I enclose a newly issued magazine in
Norway - "Ut i verden". It's a travelmagazine and there is a Ryan Air flight
from my homeplace to London Stansted
three times a week. PLEASE LOOK
CLOSELY ON PAGE 9 >reproduced
here>>>>>>>>
Congratulations for a great show in
memory of Joe Meek. I'm sorry not to
reach you this time, but I have read
about a full house - and a couple of great
performers from the past. I'm very sorry
not to be able to hear Dave Kaye (his
recordings "In My Way" and "All the
Stars in Heaven" are excellent) and my
old friend Danny Rivers.
Danny Rivers was the first Rock'n’Roller
to perform north of the Polar Circle when
he came to Harstad and Tromso in
Norway in 1961. I wrote the story in the
Norwegian "R-O-C-K Magazine" in 1998
(see following article) - and I wrote some
in English for the Joe Meek society a
couple of years ago.
I'm so sorry to read what has happened to John Spencely, Rockin' Ricky, his wife and the sad
news of the passing of Dave Sampson. We do not need any sad messages, but it's difficult to
come without them at our ages.
You ask what we’d like to hear and see next January, the 10th year of the 2is tribute show. My first
choice is Garry Mills. He did all his hits - not standard Rock’n’Roll - which is easy to make covers.
Garry Mills came on stage after a long time without performing. He had done a lot of rehearsing he was very well prepared that evening.
I'm sure you are in full activity to plan the next show. It will be a big surprise if you are able to get
Tommy Steele to Borderline. He is a real 2is-er...
Lance Fortune, Mark Wynter, Emile Ford are around us. I did like their records as well. There’s
very few female vocalists from our era but Beryl Marsden and (as I understand) Billie Davis still
give good performances. Hope to see a female at the next meeting. But my first choice is Garry
Mills.
All the best - have a good summer. Your friend in Norway.
Svein

The best wishes of Tales From The Woods go out to Danny Rivers and his wife Emily as
Danny starts radiotherapy for his recently diagnosed prostate cancer.
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A SUCCESSFUL TOUR TO NORTH OF NORWAY
IN 1961 FOR DANNY RIVERS
Steinar Willadsen, a teenager himself, runs a record-club from Harstad
in North Norway. He imports records from England and sells them on to
Norwegian customers. His dream was to see his favourites at a stage
show in North Norway. He sent a lot of letters to singers, promoters and
managers in England, and one day - in 1961 - he got the answer from a
manager willing to let his protégé travel to Norway for a couple of
shows.
Danny Rivers was not well known in Norway, but Steinar Willadsen had
heard his Joe Meek produced record "Can't You Hear my Heart" on
Radio Luxembourg and liked what he heard. He read in the musicmagazine "DISC" what Jack Good wrote: "Danny Rivers is a boy to
watch... He's the greatest discovery since Cliff Richard..."
Through a lawyer in London a contract was settled and Danny Rivers
(19 years old at that time) went alone from London by plane in August
1961 to Bodo and continued up north by the famous passenger
coastline "Hurtigruten" on board mlv "Baroy" to Harstad. When he
arrived at the quayside in Harstad on the 24th of August 1961, he was met by the arranger Steinar
Willadsen, a local young girl (Elsa Strande) gave him nice flowers and the group "The Jet Blacks"
from Tromso played some welcome tunes for him. A press-conference was also arranged and a
national teenager magazine "Det Nye" covered the event... and so did all the local newspapers.
Danny Rivers put on two concertshows in Harstad, first at an outdoor
venue at Harstad Folkepark (people’s
park) and later in the evening a full
house (700 seats) at the Harstad
Cinema. Danny was backed by "The
Jet Blacks" a newly formed group
from Tromso. The members were
Trond Graff (16 yrs), solo guitar, Otto
Pettersen (18 yrs) rhythm guitar,
Helge Petter Hemmingsen (17 yrs),
electric bass and vocal and Leif Berg
(18 yrs) on drums. In addition seven
young girls were engaged as doo-wah
girls. Trond Graff was later a member
of the most successful Norwegian Rock’n’Roll group, The Pussycats, as well as being an excellent
songwriter.
Further, they played at Tromso Arbeiderforening in
Tromso on Saturday 26th and Sunday 27th August
1961 - and both venues were almost sold out.
Danny Rivers started his shows with his favourite
"Danny" and sang more songs from the Elvis Presley
song-book. His most successful songs on record
"Can't You Hear my Heart" b/w "I'm Waiting for
Tomorrow" was performed with a nice backing from
the local boys, "The Jet Blacks". Danny Rivers gave
his young Norwegian musicians a lesson on how to
set up a real Rock’n’Roll show and they listened very
closely to his lessons.
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Danny enjoyed his stay in Tromso very much especially the farewell party at the Helge Petter
Hernmingsen family's summer house outside
Tromso.
What happened to "The Jet Blacks"? Leif Berg left
the group in 1962 and was replaced by Alf Petter
Lovstad - in addition Bror Dahl joined the group on
saxophone. They managed to get a recording
contract in 1963 and issued two singles:
1. Anne Laurie/Min drom er midnattsolens land
2. Fort Knox/Dig
Fort Knox was written by Chas Hodges and
recorded by The Outlaws. Joe Meek stuff,
especially what The Outlaws had recorded, was
still favourite for "The Jet Blacks".
Danny Rivers was not the first Joe Meek artiste to
visit Norway. Peter Jay (Paradise Garden) and the
Edison Brothers toured south of Norway in the fall
of 1960. Joe Meek joined them on that tour, but
Danny Rivers was the first British Rock'n'Roller to
perform north of the Polar Circle. He came back in
1962 for another tour. Also the same year fellow
Joe Meek artiste, Michael Cox, came north of the
Polar Circle to do some shows arranged by the
young and eager Rock’n’Roll fan Steinar
Willadsen from Harstad, Norway. Steinar
Willadsen told us that he received a letter from
manager Brian Epstein where he wrote there
could be a possible tour for the Beatles to Norway
in 1963. But... that's another story...
DANNY RIVERS DISCOGRAPHY
I. HAWK (Jewel)/ I GOT (Fieldman)
Originally released as Top Rank JAR 408 in July 1960
2. CAN'T YOU HEAR MY HEART (Jillette, Lovelle)/ I'M WAITING FOR TOMORROW (Robert
Duke)
Originally released as Decca F 11294 in November 1960
3. ONCE UPON A TIME (Johnson)/ MY BABY'S GONE AWAY (Robert Duke)
Originally released as Decca F 11357 in May 1961
4. MOVIN' IN (D. Adams)/ WE'RE GONNA DANCE (Barell. Ross, Vano)
Originally released as His Masters Voice POP 1000 in March 1962
5. THERE WILL NEVER BE ANYONE ELSE (Dawson, Ford. HiIIer)/ I DON'T THINK YOU KNOW
HOW I FEEL (Hampton, David)
Originally released as Decca F 11865 in April 1964
Nos. 2, 3 and 4 were produced by Joe Meek at 304 Holloway Road.
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Let the Train show the Strain
Prominent notices at railway stations warn the travelling public about abusing staff
physically or verbally. So it would appear their bosses rightly assume you and I
would have reason to want to thump them. Accordingly, I have come up with the top
ten reasons why you might want to grab a station employee by the lapels and nut
him, or give him a swift kick to the goolies. At the end of this piece, I will tell you
the reason why I would dearly love to grab a station master's hat and chuck it on
the line. If such people still existed, of course. And if they did, wore hats.
1.
Absolutely barmy prices, the most expensive in the world. For me, a journey
two stops up the line is priced at £7.90, it takes 11 minutes. Flying Concorde
to New York was cheaper per mile.
2.
Booking office staff. My local station ticket office is unmanned on Friday
afternoons, when no doubt the staff are on standard pay. By Saturday, when
overtime kicks in, the booking office is invariably open. I had considered
pointing this out in a hoax announcement on A4 crack-back paper
irremovably glued to the ticket office glass door, pointing out their
greediness. Since the ticket office is unmanned you must join the queue to
use the sole ticket machine, as your train comes in and leaves without you.
3.
The inability to pay on the train, or at your destination. Forcibly brought home
to me when I ran into the station and jumped aboard a waiting train. At my
destination, I attempted to buy a cheap day return priced around £20. Oh no,
you can't. You must pay the standard single fare, plus £20 excess charge, we
want £42 now, and you must buy another single ticket for your return
journey. And here's me seeking out staff in order to give them money, rather
than attempting to dodge the fare.
4.
Ridiculous car park charges. It now costs the wrong side of a fiver to park for
the day at the station car park, so another £25 a week for a commuter
already paying £3,000 a year for a season ticket. In the States, every
suburban station has FREE car parks for rail travellers, and they are VAST.
5.
I'm not your mate. No, sir, you insolent booking office clerk. To you, I'm Sir.
Got that, mate?
6.
The complete absence of any staff at all at certain suburban stations. Why did
I buy a ticket for £20 when no-one wants to see it? And how come all those
kids are practising wheelies on their stunt bikes on the platform?
7.
Filthy, out of date trains. The fares rise inexorably, by at least ten per cent per
annum, but the rolling stock pre-dates the first Bond film. And I wouldn't go
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into that toilet if I were you. I used to travel in a compartment with a toilet so
I could sneak a cigarette if I wanted. Not any more. Take it as read, the trains
were in service long before smoke alarms were invented. Talking of smoking,
Italian stations have a zoned smoking area with a large ashtray, so you don't
wade through discarded cigarette butts at the station entrance.
8.
Why not have train conductors who walk the length of the train, checking and
selling tickets? It works on, for instance, The Long Island Rail Road. Nobody
gets a free ride, there is no need for so-called Revenue Protection Officers
who would fine you if you were silly enough to travel ticketless.
9.
My local airport, Southend, re-opened with a fanfare just as soon as a new
railway station was built opposite so air travellers could easily transfer to a
train to reach London. The last train in the evening on that line has already
run by the time the last flight arrives. A cab will take you to London for £200.
Southend, incidentally, is regarded as an entertainment centre, with 300 plus
restaurants, a dozen live music venues, cinemas, discos, and theatres. The
last train out of Southend is around 11pm. The last train out of London TO
Southend is after 1am. Why?
10. My last bus home from the station leaves at 11.29pm. My preferred train
arrives at 11.30pm, and I regularly watch the completely empty bus pulling
out as the train pulls in. Integrated travel arrangements these are not.
Now for my own gripe, the reason I wish all rail staff would take that Downbound
Train to Hell. I have absolutely no need to know how many carriages comprise a
train. I am not going to refuse to travel if it is only four coaches, and I won't board
at a different platform position if it is 12 coaches. Don't tell me. And certainly, don't
tell me four times in the 20 minutes it takes for the train to arrive. And, finally, the
train is not formed OF eight coaches. It is formed FROM eight coaches.
Dunderheads one and all.
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Greetings gang, just a polite reminder that I mentioned in my page three
column that the next issue of Tales From The Woods Roots Music Magazine will be our eightieth,
a milestone indeed. We really look forward to your views of our mag, that we can print in our
celebratory issue, preferably positive or partly or even completely negative, we won’t be offended,
promise. In fact we would be far more offended by your silence, So come on gang, let us know
what you think, it don't take but a minute to write and send an email.
Our good friends at Radio Sutch are running a new series of TFTW shows, At our usual time 9pm
each and every Wednesday, Internet only, sorry to those non-computer Woodies. If you have
missed any of the previous shows they can be listened to via the station’s 'listen again facilities',
details are on the Sutch site as well as our website (see the banner on Page 4).
On Whitsun Bank Holiday Monday, I took the train down to the Kentish seaside town of Herne
Bay, along the sea front, Central Parade, Dover Inn to be precise. Inside this traditional seaside
boozer, a whole lotta partying was going on, to celebrate Radio Sutch’s fifty year anniversary.
Great to meet up with the lovely Giselle, the present owner of the station, who as many of you will
know is of course the daughter of Carlo Little who for many years amongst many other bands
played drums in the "Savages", Screaming Lord Sutch’s band.
Besides good friend of us all here at TFTW, Denis Hoare who records all our shows for Radio
Sutch as well as finding time to run his Joe Meek hour on Monday evenings, also present were a
couple of gentlemen who provided an interesting memorabilia stand in the back bar, and another
Sutch regular DJ the 'Professor' who provided excellent rockin’ sounds in his inimitable "Wolfman
Jack" style and kindly granted me with a live on-line interview.
Aristocracy arrived during the evening in the shape of Lord & Lady Toby Jug, the former now the
leader of the Raving Loony Party whom I am told picked up more votes than either Labour or the
Liberal Democrats in certain parts of the County of Kent. I could not stick around for the band
unfortunately as South Eastern trains felt that bank holiday Monday would be a great time to have
buses replace trains, therefore a simple one hour and a bit journey became a laborious two hours
plus. Despite the trains and the near continuous rain it was a great day out, excellent fish and
chips in a swanky but not overpriced restaurant a few doors down from the pub, can’t remember
the name, certainly highly recommended by me.
Hot news off the press gang, the long established iconic Camden Town venue and
boozer the Dublin Castle has kindly offered us the venue for a Tales From The
Woods gig on Sunday September 28th at which we shall be presenting the man often
referred to as Chuck Berry’s godchild, the excellent Earl Jackson and his band, so
watch this space for further updates on this event.
Before I hand over to Dave "Jazz Junction" Carroll for another of his prized
informative gig guides, just a quick reminder if you are heading out for the
Americana Festival weekender in Loughborough, Leicestershire in July don't
forget to catch Robb Shenton & the Tales From The Woods Band at approx. 215pm on the Alpha stage. Likewise if you are intending to travel to Colne,
Lancashire over the August Bank Holiday weekend for the annual and long
running Colne Blues Festival, on Sunday 24th on the main stage the best
backing band in the UK, the Tales From The Woods Band will be playing
behind Roy Young, who will be following the Eric Burdon Band. Promises to be
a great evening. See you at both events gang.
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

June 2014
4
Wednesday Lee Fields
Surprise, surprise. A touring soulster from the Daptone family.
XOYO, 32-37 Cowper Street, Shoreditch EC2A 4AP
£20 + fees
5
Thursday
Chris Farlowe
The legendary Little Joe Cook backed by the Norman Beaker Band.
The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£16 + fees
6
Friday
Jerimiah Marques
The Sydenham Blues Club with some reggae-spiced blues.
The Grape and Grain, Crystal Palace Collection
10
Tuesday
Angela Brown & The Mighty 45s
It’s been a long time since this blues lady from Chicago was a regular at the 100 Club.
The Half Moon, Putney
£12 adv, £14 door
14
Saturday
The Cadillac Kings
10th birthday and last ever Swamp Rock event. Enjoy yourself and don’t worry about the England match.
All Saints Arts Centre, Whetstone £10
20
Friday
Avery Sunshine
Neo-soul or not, expect to be warmed by this Philadelphian lady.
Islington Assembly Hall
£25 + fees
22
Sunday
Big John Carter and Henri Herbert
TFTW presentation of boogie-woogie piano for the delectation of members, friends and the great unwashed.
The Spice of Life
£12 (Woodies £10)
25
Wednesday Brushy One String
Recession-hit Jamaican Blues.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden, 7.00 pm – 12.00 am, music 9.45

Free

25
Wednesday Royal Southern Brotherhood
A swift return for this southern supergroup.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£20 - £22 + fees
27
Friday
Keni Burke and Tom Browne
Four years after his excellent Jazz Cafe gig, Keni returns with ‘Funkin’ for Jamaica’ trumpeter.
Clapham Grand
£32.50 + fees
27
Friday
Gwen Dickey’s Rose Royce
Lead singer of popular ’70s disco band sure to bring the dancers out.
Jazz Cafe
£20 + fees
27
Friday
The Daptone Super Soul Revue
Sharon Jones, Charles Bradley and others are all aboard this record label juggernaut.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£32.50, £39.50 + fees
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28
Saturday
Lonnie Liston Smith & The New Cosmic Echoes
A cult figure in the world of jazz, soul and funk.
Jazz Cafe
£22 + fees
July 2014
2/3/4 Wed/Thu/Fri Ian McLagan
Expect an entertaining evening of anecdotes and music from Austin-based keyboard player from Hounslow.
The Half Moon, Putney
£16.50 adv, £17 door
3
Thursday
Shirley Jones and Carroll Thompson
A double bill of soul and reggae from two leading ladies.
Jazz Cafe
£25 + fees
4
Friday
Sir Joe Quartermain
Funk legend and the man who wrote ‘So Much Trouble In My Mind’.
Jazz Cafe
£14 + fees
4
Friday
Tony Joe White
Wrote the doggers’ lament ‘Steamy Windows’ for Tina Turner.
Union Chapel, Upper Street, Islington
£23.50 + fees
10
Thursday
Jimmie Vaughan
Car-loving guitarist leading his Tilt-A-Whirl Band.
Under The Bridge
£27.50 + fees
10
Thursday
Mavis Staples
One of the great voices in soul and gospel.
Union Chapel, Upper Street, Islington
£26 + fees
10
Thursday
Earl Thomas
Blues, soul, and (occasionally) a stick of rock with which to beat entertain the punters.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden 7.00 pm – 1.00 am, music 9.45 Free
18
Friday
Little George Sueref
An emotive blues singer and musician who should be seen more around town.
Upstairs at Leytonstone Ex-Servicemen’s Club
Collection
22
Tuesday
Los Lobos
Chicano rock, but in spite of the band’s name don’t expect any musical adaptations from Stan Cullis Blues.
Clapham Grand
£25 + fees
22
Tuesday
Otis Gibbs
Singer-songwriter of American roots music. A Pull Up The Roots promotion.
The Old Queens Head, 44 Essex Road, N1 8LN
£13.20
24
Thursday
Nolan Porter & Stone Foundation
Knowledgeable soul fans will be salivating at the thought of a second visit in two years.
The100 Club £17.50 + fees
30
Wednesday Dwight Yoakam
Hard-edged country for fans with deep pockets.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£33.50 - £42.50 + fees
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